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Chapter 1: Introduction
In this thesis we show the utilization of context and knowledge bases for overall
scene understanding. We improve action recognition and depth perception using
various levels of supervision like fully supervised or zero-shot and few-shot action
recognition, graph based semi-supervised learning and test time optimization for
depth completion.
1.1 Action Segmentation
We construct a comprehensive spatio-temporal graph (STG) to jointly repre-
sent an action along with its associated actors, objects, and other contextual cues
[6]. Specifically, graph nodes represent actions, actors, objects, and scenes; spatial
edges represent spatial (e.g., next to, on top of, etc.) and functional relationships
(e.g., attribution, role, etc.) between two nodes with importance weights; and tem-
poral edges represent temporal and causal relationships. We exploit a variety of
descriptors in order to capture these rich contextual cues. In literature, there exist
various networks for situation recognition, object detection, scene classification, and
semantic segmentation. The outputs of these networks provide embeddings that
can serve as the node features of the proposed STGs. We show a sample STG
1
constructed from video data in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Constructing a spatio-temporal graph for video analysis. The nodes in
the graph are features from different aspects of the scene like object descriptors for
jug, chair, table and laptop and the human pose descriptor. We show the spatial
and temporal connections (upto three time steps) in the graph.
We perform action segmentation on top of this STG via a stacked spatio-
temporal graph convolution network (Stacked-STGCN). Our STGCN stems from
the networks originally proposed for skeleton-based action recognition [5] and in-
troduces two major advancements as our innovations. First, to accommodate var-
ious contextual cues, the nodes of our STG have a wide range of characteristics,
leading to the need for using descriptors with varied length. Second, our STG al-
lows arbitrary edge connections (even fully connected graph) to account for the
large amount of graph deformation caused by missed detections, occlusions, and
emerging/disappearing objects. These two advancements are achieved via enhanced
designs with additional layers.
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Another innovation we introduce is the extended use of stacked hourglass ar-
chitecture on graph data. Stacked hourglass networks have been applied to grid-like
data with regular connections (e.g., images using CNNs) and shown improved re-
sults for a number of tasks such as human pose estimation [7], facial landmark
localization [8], etc. They allow repeated upsampling and downsampling of features
and combine these features at different scales, leading to better performance. We
propose to extend this encoder decoder architecture to graph data with irregular
connections. Different from CNN, STGCN (or more general GCN) employs adja-
cency matrices to represent irregular connections among nodes. To address this
fundamental difference, we adapt the hourglass networks by adding extra steps to
down-sample the adjacency matrices at each encoder level to match the compressed
dimensions of that level.
To summarize, the proposed Stacked-STGCN offers the following innovations:
• Joint inference over a rich set of contextual cues.
• Flexible graph configuration to support a wide range of descriptors with varied
feature length and to account for large amounts of graph deformation over long
video sequences.
• Stacked hourglass architecture specifically designed for graph data with irreg-
ular connections.
These innovations improved recognition and localization accuracy, robustness, and
generalization performance for action segmentation over long video sequences.
3
1.2 Zero-shot and Few-shot Action Recognition
Action recognition has seen rapid progress in the past few years, including
better datasets [9, 10] and stronger models [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Despite this
progress, it is not easy to train an action classifier for a new category. A potential
solution is to leverage the knowledge from seen or familiar categories to recognize
unseen or unfamiliar categories. This is the zero-shot learning paradigm, where we
transfer or adapt classifiers of related, known, or seen categories to classify unseen
ones (Figure 1.2). Similarly, for few-shot action recognition, instead of testing on
completely unseen classes, we have only a few labeled samples from the test classes,
which help in learning about the rest of the test samples.
Figure 1.2: Zero-shot action recognition based on similar training action classes.
The classifier needs external knowledge to be able to group unseen class labelled
“Playing field hockey” with seen classes labelled “Playing ice hockey” and “Playing
soccer” and unseen class labelled “Playing guitar” with seen class labelled “Playing
violin”. It should not put “Playing basketball” with “Playing guitar” in-spite of the
term “Playing” in both.
Zero-shot and few-shot learning methods have been studied widely for image
classification. A recent research [17] builds a knowledge graph (KG) representing
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relationships between seen and unseen classes and then trains a graph convolutional
network (GCN) on this KG. This helps to transfer classifier knowledge from seen
to unseen classes. Using the same technique for action recognition is hard since,
unlike objects, it is unclear what is the best knowledge representation for actions.
One of the reasons as observed in [18] is that verbs have a broader definition and
conflicting meaning compared to nouns and we will be giving some examples in the
next paragraph where action definitions can be confusing.
Figure 1.3: Different KGs for zero/few-shot action recognition. They are based on
action class names, verbs and nouns related to these class names and visual features
extracted from the videos belonging to each class.
In this thesis, we study the performance improvements by using different types
of KGs for zero-shot and few-shot action recognition (Figure 1.3) [19]. The primary
step in building a KG is generating a good implicit representation for each action
class. In image classification, standard word embeddings (word2vec [20, 21, 22],
GloVe [23], ConceptNet [24], etc.) capture the semantic knowledge associated with
well-defined class names. However, for action classification, class names vary from
single words (“sit”, “stand”, etc.) to phrases (“shooting ball (not playing baseball)”)
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and there are multiple definitions of the same (or similar) action class(es); like,
“apply eye makeup” or “put on eye-liner”. Such diversity is less pronounced in image
classification tasks due to the simplicity of labels. Our first contribution is studying
different implicit representations for action classes and showing the advantages of a
sentence2vector model in capturing the semantics of word sequences for zero/few-
shot action recognition.
Our second contribution is building an explicit relationship map from these
implicit representations of action classes. In image classification, the explicit rep-
resentations for transferring knowledge from seen to unseen categories are using
attributes or external KGs. Several datasets provide labeled class-attribute pairs
(e.g., AwA [25] , aYahoo [26], COCO-Attributes [27], MITstates [28], etc.). Sim-
ilarly, many KGs have nodes that correspond to image classification classes (e.g.,
WordNet [29], NELL, and NEIL [30, 31]). In contrast, such sources are scarce for
action classes. Wordnet contains verbs, therefore, it can be used to construct a KG
for verbs, but we cannot have a KG with nodes representing the entire phrase (eg.,
“playing(verb) guitar(noun)”) for an action class. Instead, there will be separate
nodes for verbs and objects with defined inter-relationships. ConceptNet [24] has
some phrases, but the list is not exhaustive and a lot of label names in our datasets
are not present in ConceptNet. On the other hand, we build a KG with an explicit
relationship of the multi-word action phrases in any dataset. We append dataset
with action classes from other datasets and construct two KGs, one for noun, and
other for verb either by splitting the action phrase in cases like “playing(verb) gui-
tar(noun)” or using WordNet to get the nearest noun in cases like “cake”(noun) for
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action class named “baking”(verb). Further, we build a KG for few-shot learning
using mean features of training data-points per class. We use a combination of this
KG with the two KGs defined previously and observe performance improvement.
Finally, majority of previous work on zero-shot action recognition use image-
based learning models to estimate actions in videos. Recent advances in action
recognition lead to the use of a network trained on a video dataset as the feature
extractor. Such a system requires an improved evaluation paradigm, since the action
classes in the training set cannot be in the test set. We manually check for com-
monalities between the training datasets (Kinetics) and testing datasets (UCF101,
HMDB51, Charades), but could not resolve problems within Kinetics which is a huge
dataset and can have videos common across multiple classes. We keep all Kinet-
ics classes in training set and remove common classes from Kinetics with UCF101,
HMDB51 and Charades from the test set. Our third contribution is the creation of
this evaluation paradigm using UCF101, HMDB51, Charades, and Kinetics datasets.
To summarize, our main three contributions are:
• Better implicit representation of action phrases (which are word sequences)
using sentence2vec.
• Comparative study of different KGs for action zero-shot/few-shot learning.
• Developing an improved evaluation paradigm for zero-shot/few-shot action
recognition using networks trained on video datasets as feature extractors.
These 3 contributions together builds an integrated approach for both zero-shot and
few-shot learning.
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1.3 Learning Graphs for Knowledge Transfer
One of the key limitations of the GCN-based techniques discussed thus far
is that the input graph structure, as captured by the adjacency matrix, is fixed.
By design, the GCN-based approaches rely heavily on the input graphs, and noisy
or low-quality graphs have an outsized impact on performance. In this work, we
explore the adaptive learning of the input adjacency matrix over time, in conjunction
with the rest of the GCN training; i.e., the losses used to train the underlying
tasks (e.g., zero-/few-shot learning) are also used to update the structure of the
input adjacency matrix. This is in stark contrast with other related graph learning
works [32, 33], which have a separate dedicated network and special loss functions to
update the adjacency matrix. As we demonstrate empirically, the benefit of using the
downstream tasks’ losses is that the learned graph using our approach is better suited
for the downstream task. Our proposed approach is a straightforward algorithm to
update the graph’s structure by learning better node representations and using these
to recompute the adjacency matrix. Since the learned node representations, via a
GCN, capture better correlations with respect to the downstream task, the resulting
graph tends to be better than the input graph from an external source. One such
update is illustrated in Figure 1.4, where we learn better connections for the class
“Mixing batter”. A language-based KG associates “batter” with the verb ”batting”
(shown as ‘input’), and our approach rectifies this mistake across updates and results
in more meaningful connections.
Operationalizing the straightforward approach described above has two key
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Figure 1.4: We use a GCN to update the input graph connections and show results
for “Mixing Batter” class in zero-shot action recognition. Language based models
associates “batter” to “baseball” which is rectified in the updated graph.
issues. First, updating a densely or fully-connected graph, in the absence of any
other constraints, often tends to provide arbitrary updates to the structure, even-
tually leading to degenerate solutions (e.g., same weights for all edges). Second, if
the graph connections are sparse (as is generally the case), there is no mechanism
to learn to add or drop connections in the graph. Simple heuristics, such as fixed
degree for each node, tend to be sub-optimal as different nodes might have a dif-
ferent number of related nodes that they should be connected to. In addition, each
downstream task can have domain-specific constraints on the degree of the nodes;
e.g., for zero-shot action recognition, we observed that a fully-connected graph is
detrimental to the performance and empirically determine the suitable degree. To
address both the drawbacks discussed above, while obeying the domain-specific con-
straints, we propose to utilize a triplet loss formulation on the intermediate output
nodes – i.e., the node features after our graph-learning step but before the graph
is passed to the GCN-based framework for the downstream task. Our formulation
selects positive and negative neighbors for each node in the graph, and uses them to
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add constraints on its degree while avoiding degenerate solutions by ensuring that
negative neighbors are farther than the positive ones. Therefore, the graph learning
step is trained using both the downstream task losses and the triplet loss.
In summary, our contributions are:
• A simple learning approach that can update the input graphs for the GCN-
based knowledge transfer or aggregation frameworks
• A triplet loss formulation that avoids degenerate solutions and allows the flex-
ibility of degree-constraints
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on semi-supervised, zero-shot,
and few-shot learning setups. For semi-supervised learning, we use the generic
framework [34] built on network datasets, like Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed [35] with
accompanying well-defined input graphs. The knowledge is transferred using GCN
from training samples to test samples; and the nodes represent each sample data
point in the dataset and the input graph represents how these samples are related.
For zero-shot/few-shot learning, we focus on our action recognition pipeline with
input knowledge graph (KG) built from sentence2vec [36] embeddings.
1.4 Depth Completion
There are numerous approaches for estimating scene depth, such as using
binocular [37] or multi-view [38, 39, 40] stereo, or directly measuring depth with
depth cameras, eg. LIDAR, etc. These approaches suffer from artifacts, such as
noise, inaccuracy, and incompleteness, due to various limitations. As depth es-
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Figure 1.5: (a) Input image from one viewpoint (b) Target depth map computed
with SGM using multiple neighboring images[4] (c) The refined depth map generated
using our deep depth prior (DDP) technique. Depth map (c) has the holes from
depth map (b) (shown in white) filled.
timation is an ill-posed problem, extensive research has been conducted to solve
the problem using approximate inference and optimization techniques that employ
appropriate priors and regularization [41, 42, 43, 44].
Supervised learning methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have shown promise in improving depth estimations, both in the binocular [45, 46,
47] and multi-view [48, 49, 50] stereo settings. However, these supervised methods
rely on vast amounts of ground truth data to achieve proper generalization. While
unsupervised learning approaches have been explored [51, 52, 53], their success ap-
pears modest compared to supervised methods.
In this thesis, we propose a new approach for improving depth measurements
that is inspired by the recent work [54]. They demonstrated that the underlying
structure of a encoder-decoder CNN induces a prior that favors natural images, a
property they refer to as a “deep image prior” (DIP). The work on DIP shows that
the parameters of a randomly initialized encoder-decoder CNN can be optimized to
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map a high-dimensional noise vector to a single image. When the image is corrupted
and the optimization is stopped at an appropriate point before overfitting sets in,
the network outputs a noise-free image. The DIP has since been used as a regularizer
in a number of vision tasks such as image denoising and inpainting [54, 55, 56].
We use DIP-based regularization for refining and inpainting noisy and incom-
plete depth maps obtained from a wide variety of sources [57]. Using a network
similar to DIP, our approach generates a depth map by combining a depth recon-
struction loss with a view-constrained photoconsistency loss. The latter loss term
is computed by warping a color image into neighboring views using the generated
depth map and then measuring the photometric discrepancy between the warped
image and the original image.
In this sense, our technique resembles direct methods proposed for image reg-
istration problems, which all employ initialization and iterative optimization. How-
ever, instead of using handcrafted regularizers in the optimization objective, we use
the deep image prior as the regularizer. While the role of regularization in end-to-
end trainable CNN architectures is gaining interest [58, 59], our method is quite
different, because there is no training and the network parameters are optimized
from scratch on each set of test images. Figure 1.5 shows the inpainting results of
applying our technique (DDP) on an input depth map with holes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to investigate deep image
priors for completing depth images. We evaluate our approach using results from
modern stereo pipelines and depth cameras and show that the refined depth maps
are more accurate and complete, leading to more complete 3D models.
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To summarize, our contributions are:
• A deep prior network for depth completion that allows test time optimization
and is independent of training data distributions
• Using combination of reconstruction loss with view-constrained photo-consistency
loss that works better than just the mean squared error loss used in DIP
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Chapter 2: Related Works
2.1 Action Recognition and Segmentation
Action recognition is an example of one of the classic computer vision prob-
lems. In the early days, features like PCA-HOG, SIFT, dense trajectories, etc.
were used in conjunction with optimization techniques like HMM, PCA, Markov
models, SVM, etc. In 2014, Simonyan and Zisserman used spatial and temporal
2D CNNs [60]. That was followed by the development of 3D convolutions with
combined spatial and temporal convolutional blocks. Since then a series of works
following these two schemes, two-stream and 3D convolution, were studied including
TSN [15], ST-ResNet [61], I3D [11], P3D [13], R(1+2)D [14], T3D [12], S3D [16],
etc. Another popular type of deep neural networks used for action recognition is
the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) including Long Short-Term Memory networks
(LSTM), which are designed to model sequential data. Particularly, RNNs/LSTMs
operate on a sequence of per frame features and predict the action label for the
whole video sequence (i.e., action recognition) or action of current frame/segment
(i.e., action detection/segmentation). The structural-RNN (S-RNN) is one such
method that uses RNNs on spatiotemporal graphs for action recognition [62]. The
S-RNN relies on two independent RNNs, namely nodeRNN and edgeRNN, for it-
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erative spatial and temporal inference. Recently, thanks to the rapid development
in GNNs, graph-based representation became a popular option for action recogni-
tion, for instance skeleton-based activity recognition using STGCN [5], Graph Edge
Convolution Networks [63] and Videos as space time region graphs [64]. In [64],
GCN is applied to space-time graphs extracted from the whole video segment to
output an accumulative descriptor, which is later combined with the aggregated
frame-level features to generate action predictions. STGCN [5] was originally pro-
posed for skeleton-based activity recognition. The nodes of the original STGCN are
the skeletal joints, spatial connections depend on physical adjacency of these joints
in the human body, and temporal edges connect joints of the same type (e.g., right
wrist to right wrist) across one consecutive time step. STGCN on skeleton graph
achieves state-of-the art recognition performance on multiple datasets. However,
the STG is constructed based on human skeletons, which is indeed an oversimplified
structure compared to the variety and complexity that our STG needs to handle in
order to perform action segmentation with contextual cues and large graph deforma-
tion. Therefore, the original STGCN is not directly applicable. Instead, we use the
original STGCN as our basis and introduce a significant amount of augmentation
so that STGCN becomes generalizable to a wider variety of applications including
action segmentation.
Action segmentation presents a more challenging problem than action recogni-
tion in the sense that it requires identifying a sequence of actions with semantic labels
and temporally localized starting and ending points for each identified action. Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRFs) are traditionally used for temporal inference [65].
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Recently, there has been substantial research interest in leveraging RNNs includ-
ing LSTM and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [66, 67]. Lea et al.propose temporal
convolutional networks (TCNs) [68], which lay the foundation for an additional line
of work for action segmentation. Later, a number of variations of TCNs were also
studied [69, 70, 71].
2.2 Learning on Graphs
Knowledge graphs(KGs) have been used in improving text based search en-
gines [72, 73] and question answering [74, 75, 76, 77]. Automatic construction
of a large KG and relationship learning has captured a lot of attention in the
past [78, 79, 80, 81]. ConceptNet [24], FrameNet [82] and WordNet [29], are some
of the existing large scale KGs.
KGs are also used to improve performance for image classification, represen-
tation learning, visual question answering and object detection techniques, [83, 84,
85, 86, 87, 88]. Hierarchical structure of KGs have contributed significantly in ap-
plications like learning similarity among classes [89] and for capturing hierarchical
relationships between objects of distinct categories [90].
In recent years, there have been a number of research directions for applying
neural networks on graphs. The original work by Scarselli et al., referred to as the
GNN, is an extension of the recursive neural networks and is used for sub-graph
detection [91]. Later, GNNs were extended and a mapping function was introduced
to project a graph and its nodes to an Euclidean space with a fixed dimension [92].
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In 2016, Li et al.use gated recurrent units and better optimization techniques to de-
velop the Gated Graph Neural Networks [93]. GNNs have been used in a number of
different applications like situation recognition [94], human-object interaction [95],
webpage ranking [91, 92], etc. The literature also mentions a number of techniques
that apply convolutions on graphs. Duvenaud et al.were one of the first to develop
convolution operations for graph propagation [96], whereas Atwood and Towsley
developed their own technique independently [97]. Defferrard et al.use approxima-
tion in spectral domain [98] based on spectral graph introduced by Hammond et
al. [99]. In [34], Kipf and Welling propose GCNs for semi-supervised classification
based on similar spectral convolutions, but with further simplifications that result
in higher speed and accuracy. Other GCN based semi-supervised learning work in-
clude [100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. Such works often use citation network datasets, like
Citeseer, Cora, and PubMed [35], and protein-protein interaction dataset [105] for
experimentation on semi-supervised learning. Some of our approaches utilize the
GCN framework proposed by Kipf and Welling [34] as our GCN operator and the
citation network datasets as our input.
Neural Graph Matching Networks was developed for few-shot learning in 3D
action recognition [106]. Wang et al. [17] uses Graph Convolution network on KG for
zero-shot image classification. The KG was formed with NELL(Never Ending Lan-
guage Learning) [30], NEIL(Never Ending Image Learning) [31] and WordNet [29].
We use a similar model based on GCN for zero-shot actions. Dedre Gentner [18]
shows how verbs and nouns have different levels of complexities and usually an ac-
tion phrase comprises of both or just the verb. We explore different KGs, including
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one with verbs and nouns only, to understand how these KGs improve performance
for action recognition in zero-shot and few-shot learning setup.
Recently there has also been some work on graph learning networks for semi-
supervised learning by [32, 33]. They develop a new loss to learn the edge weights in
the graph. Instead of a separate network outputting the edge weights, we take the
intermediate output of the original network and update the adjacency matrix. Our
technique is more flexible, allowing for the update of node features as well as edge
weights and connections when necessary. We also do not encounter computational
complexity issues with increase in the length of the input node feature dimension
unlike [32]. Kim et al.[107] applies a graph neural network model for learning the
edge weights in the input graph for few-shot learning, predicting labels based on
connectivity to other labelled nodes. In contrast, we build upon the GCN frame-
work for zero/few-shot learning where nodes in the graph represents classes and not
individual samples.
2.3 Zero-shot and Few-shot Learning
Zero-shot learning (ZSL) refers to the task of learning to predict on classes
that are excluded from the training set [108]. Various studies do ZSL for image
classification and object detection [25, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114], as well as for
action recognition [115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. The
other zero-shot action papers, to the best of our knowledge, mostly are not GCN
based, which has been proven to do better than traditional zero-shot techniques
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for image classification [17]. While [81] is GCN based, their KG is very different
from the one we use. They construct a single KG with actions and objects using
ConceptNet [24], where nodes are connected based on word embedding. They use
visual object features as a second channel to improve zero-shot learning. The number
of objects in their graph is not dependent on the number of action classes. They
show their best result when selecting 2000 most common visible objects in their
dataset to get their object nodes, meaning they need access to the unlabelled test
data (transductive). We use separate KGs for action, verb and noun and fuse
them at the end with a fusion layer. Our verbs and nouns are dependent only on
the action label and uses no visual information (inductive). Some other zero-shot
learning research which we use as baselines include [127] and [128], where [127]
uses a two layer network for learning relationships between features, attributes, and
classes; while [128] uses the image feature space to map the language embedding,
and not an intermediate space.
Few-shot learning (FSL) for image classification has been explored using meta-
learning for learning distance of samples and decision boundary in the embedding
space [129, 130, 131, 132], or by learning the optimization algorithm which can
be generalized over different datasets [133, 134]. A benchmark for few shot image
classification is created in [135]. For action recognition, studies propose embedding
a video as a matrix [136, 137], using deep networks or generative models [138, 139]
and using human-object interaction [140]. We tried GCN based FSL for action
recognition, but our approach cannot be compared to many of these approaches
due to two reasons – 1) Each paper uses a different dataset split, and our splits are
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different as well because we use a pre-trained network from Kinetics in our pipeline;
2) We do not evaluate the episodic learning formulation like several other papers.
Our aim is to build an integrated approach for zero and few-shot learning and also
improve few-shot using the KG constructed for the zero-shot setting (relationship of
class names, etc.) which, to the best of our knowledge, is not explored in the past.
2.4 Stereo Matching and Deep Stereo
Dense stereo matching is an extensively studied topic and there has been
tremendous algorithmic progress both in the binocular setting [4, 45, 46, 51, 58] as
well as in the multi-view setting [40, 49, 50, 141, 142], in conjunction with advances
in benchmarking [143, 144, 145, 146, 147]. Traditionally, the best performing stereo
methods were based on approximate MRF inference on pixel grids [41, 42, 43],
where including suitable smoothness priors was considered quite crucial. However,
such methods were usually computationally expensive. Hirschmuller proposed Semi-
Global Matching (SGM) [4], a method that provides a trade-off between accuracy
and efficiency by approximating a 2D MRF optimization problem with several 1D
optimization problems. SGM has many recent extensions [148, 149, 150, 151, 152]
and also works for multiple images [141]. Region growing methods have also shown
promise and implicitly incorporate smoothness priors [40, 153, 154, 155]
In recent years, deep models for stereo have been proposed to compute better
matching costs [45, 156, 157] or to directly regress disparity or depth [46, 47, 51, 158]
and also for the multi-view setting [48, 49, 50]. Earlier on, end-to-end trainable CNN
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models did not employ any form of explicit regularization, but recently hybrid CNN-
CRF methods have advocated using appropriate regularization based on conditional
random fields (CRFs) [58, 59]. In contrast with these works, as we do not perform
learning by fitting to training data, our approach is more generalizable as it does
not fall prey to the tendency of deep approaches to overfit to their training data.
2.5 Depth Map Refinement/Completion.
The fast bilateral solver [159] is an optimization technique for refining disparity
or depth maps. However, the objective is fully handcrafted. Knoblereiter and Pock
recently proposed a refinement scheme where the regularizer in the optimization
objective is trained using ground truth disparity maps [160]. Their model learns to
jointly reason about image color, stereo matching confidence and disparity. Voynov
et al. [161] use a deep prior for depth super-resolution, but they do not have a
multiview constraint, as we do, nor do they investigate refinement and hole-filling.
Other recent disparity or depth map refinement techniques utilize trained CNN
models [162]. Similarly depth map completion by Zhang et al. [2] use a learning
based technique. They do single RGBD image depth completion whereas we use
a multi-view photo-consistency loss for training our network. Also we show in out
results that one main difference between their work and ours is that our result is not
dependent on training data distributions. Depthcomp [3] also does depth completion
and they use the semantic segmentation maps as prior knowledge.
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2.6 Deep Prior for Color Images.
Beyond the previously discussed work of Ulyanov et al. [54], deep image pri-
ors have been extended for a number diverse applications – neural inverse render-
ing [163], mesh reconstruction from 3D points [55], and layer-based image decompo-
sition [56]. Recently, Cheng et al. [164] pointed out important connections between
DIP and Gaussian processes. Our approach is in a similar vein as these approaches,
where we modify the DIP for depth maps by combing the usual reconstruction loss
with a second term, the photoconsistency loss which ensures that when the refer-
ence image is warped into a neighboring view using our depth map, the discrepancy
between the warped image and the original image is minimized.
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Chapter 3: Stacked Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks
for Action Segmentation
In this chapter we describe out action segmentation pipeline using Stacked
Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks (Stacked-STGCNs). We provide
the system overview in Figure 3.1. Each section in this figure in described in more
detail.
3.1 Graph Convolutional Networks
Let a graph be defined as G(V , E) with vertices V and edges E (see Figure 3.2).
Vertex features of length d0 are denoted as fi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} where N is the
total number of nodes. Edge weights are given as eij where eij ≥ 0 and i, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}. The graph operation at the lth layer is defined as:
H l+1 = g(H l, A) = σ(D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2H lW l) (3.1)
where W l and H l are the dl × dl+1 weight matrix and N × dl input matrix of
the lth layer, respectively. Â = I + A where A = [ei,j], D̂ is the diagonal node
degree matrix of Â, and σ represents a non-linear activation function (e.g., ReLU).
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Figure 3.1: System overview. Different from the original STGCN based on human
skeleton [5], our graph allows nodes of various types (such as actors, objects, and
scenes) and with varied feature length. Our graph also supports flexible temporal
connections (green lines) that can span multiple time steps, for example the con-
nections among the actor nodes (blue nodes). Note that other nodes can have such
temporal connections but are not depicted to avoid congested illustration. This
spatio-temporal graph is fed into a stack of hourglass STGCN blocks to output a
sequence of predicted actions observed in the video.
3.2 Spatio-Temporal GCNs
STGCN is originally designed for skeleton-based action recognition [5]. We
apply STGCN for action segmentation of long video sequences using frame-based
action graphs extracted via situation recognition [94]. To accommodate additional
application requirements, our STG differs fundamentally in two aspects. First, the
original STGCN is based on the human skeletal system with graph nodes correspond-
ing to physical joints and spatial edges representing physical connectivity between
these joints. Instead, we use human-object interactions to construct our spatial
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of spatio-temporal graphs. Each node vi is represented
by a feature vector denoted by fi. The edge between node i and j has a weight ei,j.
These edge weights form the spatial and temporal adjacency matrices. Note that
our spatio-temporal graph supports a large amount of deformation, such as missed
detection (e.g., the actor node and the object 3 node) and emerging/disappearing
nodes (e.g., the object 2 node).
graph where nodes represent actors, objects, scenes, and actions whereas edges rep-
resent their spatial (e.g., next to) and/or functional (e.g., role) relationships. Vari-
ous descriptors can be extracted either as the channels or nodes of the spatial graph
to encode comprehensive contextual information about the actions. For example,
we can use pose feature to describe actor nodes, appearance features including at-
tributes at high semantic levels for object nodes, and frame-level RGB/flow features
for scene nodes.
Second, the original STGCN only connects physical joints of the same type
across consecutive time stamps, which indeed reduces to a fixed and grid-like con-
nectivity. As a result, the temporal GCN degrades to conventional convolution.
To support flexible configurations and account for frequent graph deformation in
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complex activities (e.g., missed detections, emerging/disappearing objects, heavy
occlusions, etc.), our graph allows arbitrary temporal connections. For example, an
object node present at time t0 can be connected to an object node of the same type
at time tn with n ≥ 1 in comparison to the original STGCN with n = 1.
Let As and At be the spatial and temporal adjacency matrices, respectively.
Our proposed STGCN operation can be represented mathematically as follows:
H l+1 = gt(H
l







H ls = gs(H






where W ls and W
l
t represents the spatial and temporal weight metrics of the
lth convolution layer, respectively. In comparison, the original STGCN reduces to








due to the fixed grid-like temporal connections.
Note that the original STGCN requires fixed feature length across all graph
nodes, which may not hold for our applications where nodes of different types may
require different feature vectors to characterize (e.g., features from Situation Recog-
nition are of length 1024 while appearance features from Faster-RCNN [165] are of
length 2048). To address the problem of varied feature length, one easy solution is
to include an additional convolutional layer to convert features with varied length
to fixed length (see Figure 3.3(a)). However, we argue that nodes of different types
may require different length to embed different amounts of information. Converting
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of two STGCN implementations to support graph nodes with
varied feature length. (a) Additional convolution layers to convert node features
with varied length to a fixed length. (b) Multiple spatial GCNs each for one cluster
of nodes (nodes with the same color) with a similar feature length. These spatial
GCNs convert features with varied length to a fixed length.
features to a fixed length may decrease the amount of information they can carry.
Therefore, we group nodes into clusters based on their feature length and design
multiple spatial GCNs, each corresponding to one of the node cluster. These spatial
GCNs will convert features to a fixed length (see Figure 3.3(b)).
Notably, the S-RNN is developed for action recognition in [62] where node
RNN and edge RNN are used iteratively to process graph-like input. In comparison,
our model features a single graph network that can jointly process node features and
edge connectivity in an interconnected manner. This, therefore, leads to improved
performance and robustness.
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3.3 Stacking of hourglass STGCN
Hourglass networks consist of a series of downsampling and upsampling opera-
tions with skip connections. They follow the principles of the information bottleneck
approach to deep learning models [166] for improved performance. They have also
been shown to work well for tasks such as human pose estimation [7], facial landmark
localization [8], etc. In this work, we incorporate the hourglass architecture with
STGCN so as to leverage the encoder-decoder structure for action segmentation
with improved accuracy.
Our Stacked-STGCN extends and adapts the hourglass structure, commonly
applied to data with regular grids (e.g., images), to data with irregular connections
(e.g., graphs). This entails the development of new techniques: 1) non-symmetric
encoding and decoding since feature pooling on graphs is only required in encoding
stage and 2)adjustment of the dimensions of the spatial and temporal adjacency
matrices accordingly. Our deliberate design of Stacked-STGCN stemming from 1)
and 2) above tackle the difficulties in adapting the traditional hourglass to data with
irregular connections and produce consistent performance improvement. To the best
of our knowledge, extending/adapting the hourglass structure to spatiotemporal
graphs at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions has not been attempted before.
Particularly, our GCN hourglass network contains a series of STGCN layer
followed by a strided convolution layer as the basic building block for the encoding
process. Conventional deconvolution layers comprise the basic unit for the decoding
process to bring the spatial and temporal dimensions to the original size. Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of stacked hourglass STGCN with two levels.
depicts an example with two levels.
Note that, at each layer of STGCN, the dimension of the spatial and temporal
adjacency matrices, As and At, needs to be adjusted accordingly to reflect the
downsampling operation. Take the illustrative example in Figure 3.4 for instance
and assume that the adjacency matrices At and As are of size Nt×Nt and Ns×Ns,
respectively, at level 1 and that a stride of two is used. At level 2, both At and As
are sub-sampled by two and their dimensions become Nt/2×Nt/2 and Ns/2×Ns/2,
respectively. Due to the information compression enabled by the encoder-decoder
structure, using hourglass networks leads to performance gain compared to using
the same number of STGCN layers one after another.
3.4 Experiments
3.4.1 CAD120
Dataset. The CAD120 dataset is one of the more simplistic datasets available
for activity recognition [167]. It provides RGBD Data for 120 videos on 4 subjects
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as well as skeletal data. We use the 10 actions classes as our model labels including
reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking, opening, placing, closing, scrubbing
and null.
The CAD120 dataset splits each video into segments of the above mentioned
actions. For each segment, it provides features for object nodes, skeleton features for
actor nodes, and spatial weights for object-object and skeleton-object edges. Across
segments, it also provides temporal weights for object-object and actor-actor edges.
The object node feature captures information about the object’s locations in the
scene and the way it changes. The Openni’s skeleton tracker [168] is applied to
RGBD videos producing skeleton features for actor nodes. The spatial edge weights
are based on the relative geometric features among the objects or between an object
and the actor. The temporal edge weights capture the changes from one temporal
segment to another.
Implementation. We exploited all the node features and edge weights pro-
vided by the CAD120 dataset. The skeleton feature of an actor node is of length 630
and the feature of an object node is of length 180. We pass each of these descriptors
through convolution layers to convert them to a fixed length of 512. The initial
learning rate is 0.00035 and the learning rate scheduler has a drop rate of 0.9 with
a step size of 1. While experimentation, four fold cross-validation is carried out,
where videos from 1 of the 4 people are used for testing and the videos from the
rest three for training.
Results. For the CAD120 dataset, the node features and edge weights are
provided by the dataset itself. The same set of features are used by S-RNN [62]
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and Koppula et al [167, 169] who used spatio-temporal CRF to solve the problem.
The S-RNN trains two separate RNN models, one for nodes (i.e., nodeRNN) and
the other for edges (i.e., edgeRNN). The edgeRNN is a single layer LSTM of size
128 and the nodeRNN uses an LSTM of size 256. The actor nodeRNN outputs an
action label at each time step.
Method F1-score (%)
Koppula et al. [167, 169] 80.4




Table 3.1: Performance comparison based on the F1 score using the CAD120
dataset. Our STGCN improves the F1 score over the best reported result (i.e.,
S-RNN) by approximately 5.0%.
In Table 3.1, we show some of the previous results, including the best re-
ported one from S-RNN, as well as the result of our STGCN. The F1 score is used
as the evaluation metric. Our STGCN outperforms the S-RNN by about 5.3% in
F1 score. Instead of using two independent RNNs to model interactions among
edges and nodes, our STGCN collectively performs joint inference over these inher-
ently interconnected features. This, therefore, leads to the observed performance
improvement.
In Figure 3.5, we can see a couple of errors in the second and third examples.
The third prediction is ‘opening’ instead of ‘moving’ in the second example. The
previous action is ‘reaching’ which is generally what precedes ‘opening’ when the
actor is standing in front of a microwave and looking at it. So probably that is
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the reason for the observed erroneous detection. Also the ninth frame is classified
‘reaching’ instead of ‘moving’. If we look at the ninth frame and the eleventh
frame, everything appears the same except for the blue cloth in the actor’s hand.
Our STGCN failed to capture such subtle changes and therefore predicted the wrong
action label.
Figure 3.5: Action segmentation results of our Stacked-STGCN on the CAD120
dataset. Green: correct detection and red: erroneous detection.
3.4.2 Charades
Dataset. Charades is a recent real-world activity recognition/segmentation
dataset including 9848 videos with 157 action classes, 38 object classes, and 33 verb
classes [170, 171]. It contains both RGB and flow streams at a frame rate of 24fps.
It poses a multi-label, multi-class problem in the sense that at each time step there
can be more than one action label. The dataset provides ground-truth object and
verb labels as well as FC7 feautres for every 4th frame obtained from a two-stream




N1. FC7 layer output of VGG network trained
on RGB frames
Motion Features
N2. FC7 layer output of VGG network trained
on flow frames
Segment Features
N3. I3D pre-final layer output trained on RGB frames
N4. I3D pre-final layer output trained on flow frames
Actor Features
N5.GNN-based Situation Recognition trained
on the ImSitu dataset
Object Features
N6. Top 5 object detection features from Faster-RCNN
Table 3.2: Features for the Charades dataset.
and 1863 testing videos.
Implementation. For the Charades dataset, we explored two types of fea-
tures, one based on VGG [172] and the other based on I3D [11], for the scene nodes
in our spatio-temporal graph. Further, we used the GNN-based situation recogni-
tion technique [94] trained on the ImSitu dataset [173] to generate the verb feature
for the actor nodes. The top five object features of the Faster-RCNN network [165]
trained on MSCOCO are used as descriptors of the object nodes. In total, the spa-
tial dimension of our STG is eight. The VGG features are of length 4096, the verb
features 1024, and the object features 2048. Each of these channels are individually
processed using graph convolution layers to convert them to a fixed length (e.g., we
used 512). Table 3.2 summarizes these features.
In this experiment, spatial nodes are fully connected and temporal edges allow
connections across three time steps, i.e., at the tth step there are edges from t, to
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t+ 1 and t+ 2 and t+ 3. The spatial edges between nodes are given a much smaller
weight than self connections. We used a stack of three hourglass STGCN blocks.
Before applying the normalized adjacency matrix, the input is also normalized by
subtracting the mean. The output of the final Stacked-STGCN block is spatially
pooled and passes through a fully connected layer to generate the probability scores
of all possible classes. Since the Charades is a multi-label, multi-class dataset, the
binary cross-entropy loss was used. We used an initial learning rate of 0.001 and a
learning rate scheduler with a step size of 10 and a drop rate of 0.999.
To further improve action segmentation performance on Charades, we have
also used a trained I3D model on Charades to generate descriptors for the scene
nodes replacing the VGG features. These feature descriptors are of length 1024.
Since I3D already represents short-term temporal dependencies, one block of hour-
glass STGCN is sufficient for capturing long-term temporal dependencies. The ini-
tial learning rate was 0.0005 and the learning rate scheduler was fixed at a drop rate
of 0.995 at a step size of 10.
During training, we chose our maximum temporal dimension to be 50. If the
length of a video segment is less than 50, we zero-pad the rest of the positions.
But these positions are not used for loss or score computation. If the length of a
video segment is greater than 50, we randomly select a starting point and use the
50 consecutive frames as the input to our graph.
At test time, we used a sliding window of length 50. Based on overlapping
ratios, we applied a weighted average over these windowed scores to produce the final
score. We used an overlap of 40 time steps. Following instructions in the Charades
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dataset, we selected 25 equally spaced points from the available time steps in the
video, to generate the final score vectors.
Ablation Studies. As to the Charades dataset, the mean average precision
(mAP) is used as the evaluation metric. For fair comparison, we have used the
scripts provided by the Charades dataset to generate mAP scores. We examined the
performance of Stacked-STGCN using two types of descriptors for the scene nodes,
namely frame-based VGG features and segment-based I3D features (see Table 3.2).
We summarize our ablation studies in Table 3.3
(A1) All Features; Baseline 7.67
(A2) All Features; STGCN 9.22
(A3) VGG-RGB; STGCN; 1 time step 6.33
(A4) VGG-RGB; STGCN 6.54
(A5) All Features; Stacked-STGCN; 1 time step 10.93
(A6) VGG-RGB; Stacked-STGCN; 7.91
(A6) VGG-RGB+VGG-Flow; Stacked-STGCN 10.94
(A7) All Features; Stacked-STGCN 11.73
Table 3.3: Comparison of our Stacked-STGCN (A7) with baseline (A1), STGCN
without hourglass (A2), different temporal connections (A3-A5), and different input
features (A6). Input features include VGG-RGB for scene, VGG-Flow for motion,
Situation Recognition for action, and Faster RCNN for object.
We first examine the performance improvement introduced by structured in-
ference of contextual information represented in spatio-temporal graphs. We imple-
mented a baseline method (A1) in Table 3.3 which employs a Fully Connected layer
for joint inference of multiple types of features. We compare our Stacked-STGCN
(A7) with this baseline (A1) and demonstrate an improvement of 4.06% .
We also compare our Stacked-STGCN (A7) with an implementation without
the hourglass structure (A2) and demonstrate an improvement of 2.51% in Table 3.3.
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For fair comparison of this experiment, we design a network (A2) with the same
number of convolutional layers as the encoder of our Stacked-STGCN. To maintain
the same temporal resolution, these convolution layers have a stride of one, compared
to a stride of two in the Stacked-STGCN.
We further implement a network that closely resembles the original STGCN:
1) nodes are represented by the same type of features (i.e.,VGG-RGB); 2) pure
graph convolutional operations (i.e., without hourglass); and 3) temporal connec-
tions across one time step. Comparing to this vanilla implementation (A3), our
Stacked-STGCN (A7) produces an improvement of 5.40% in Table 3.3.
Next, we conduct a study on the performance of Stacked-STGCN with different
input features. With one, two and four types of features, the performances are 7.91,
10.94, and 11.73, respectively, in Table 3.3 (A6, A7). This steady improvement is
due to more context gained from enriched input features.
Finally, we study the performance of our Stacked-STGCN with different tem-
poral connections. Comparing (A7) vs. (A5) in Table 3.3, temporal connections
with three time steps demonstrate an improvement of 0.80%. With a simpler net-
work (i.e., without hourglass), we observe an improvement of 0.21%, (A4) vs. (A3).
The optimal number of time steps can vary depending on networks and applications.
The empirical optimal number for our Stacked-STGCN on Charades is three.
Comparison with State-of-the-art. In Table 3.4, the performance of
Stacked-STGCN is compared with a baseline, which uses two-stream VGG or I3D
features directly for per frame action label prediction, an LSTM-based method, and
the Super-Events approach proposed in [1]. Our Stacked-STGCN yields an approx-
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imate 2.41% and 3.20% improvement in mAP using VGG features only and all four
types of features, respectively. Using I3D features, our Stacked-STGCN ranks the
second.
Method VGG mAP I3D mAP
Baseline [1] 6.56 17.22
LSTM [1] 7.85 18.12
Super-Events [1] 8.53 19.41
Stacked-STGCN (VGG only) 10.94
Stacked-STGCN (all features) 11.73
Stacked-STGCN (I3D) 19.09
Table 3.4: Performance comparison based on mAP between our Stacked-STGCN
and the best reported results published in [1] using the Charades dataset. Our
Stacked-STGCN yields an approximate 2.41% and 3.20% improvement in mAP






Two-Stream + LSTM [174] 9.60
Sigurdsson etal. standard [174] 9.69
Sigurdsson etal. post-processing [174] 12.80
R-C3D [176] 12.70
I3D [11] 17.22
I3D +LSTM [1] 18.10
I3D+Temporal Pyramid [1] 18.20
I3D + Super-events [1] 19.41
I3D +Stacked-STGCN (Ours) 19.09
Table 3.5: Performance comparison based on mAP with previous works using the
Charades dataset.
In Table 3.5, we compare the performance of Stacked-STGCN against some
selected works on Charades. We can see that our Stacked-STGCN outperforms
all the methods except for the I3D+super-events [1], which employs an attention
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mechanism to learn proper temporal span per class. We believe that incorporating
such attention mechanism could further improve the performance of our Stacked-
STGCN. Furthermore, our method provides a principled way of structured inference
over heterogeneous features, which most of the listed methods are incapable of.
Another set of results on Charades is from the workshop held in conjunction with
CVPR 2017. The results in that competition appear better. However, as mentioned
in [1], that competition used a test set that is different from the validation set we
used for performance evaluation. Besides those techniques could have used both the
training and validation sets for training.
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Chapter 4: All About Knowledge Graphs for Actions
After successfully using GCNs for action segmentation we also apply it for
zero/few-shot action recognition. This chapter contains a detailed description of
our system from Figure 4.1. We use the GCN layer described in equation 3.1 from
[34] and the pipeline from zero shot learning technique by Wang et al. [17]. It
consists of training and testing phases as described next.
Training: Initially, a model pre-trained on Kinetics is fine-tuned using training
classes of UCF101, HMDB51, or Charades, followed by the extraction of the final
classifier layer weights to be used for training the GCN. The constructed KG, along
with the adjacency matrix, are inputs to the GCN. The output of each node of the
GCN has the same dimensions as the trained classifier layer filter size (1024 in our
case). The GCN is trained such that its output for the training classes matches the
classifier layer weights of the trained I3D model. The loss used is the mean squared
error (MSE) loss.
So if there are Ctrain number of training classes, Ctest number of test classes and
the output feature dimension of each class is d, then the output of the GCN, HGCN,
is of size (Ctrain+Ctest)×d. From HGCN, the output dimensions corresponding to the

















Visual Features Knowledge Graph Graph Convolution Network Output Graph I3D weight comparison
Few-Shot Learning Setup
…
Figure 4.1: System overview: We use knowledge graphs based on word embeddings
(action class names, and associated verbs and nouns) and visual features for action
recognition. With the word embeddings based knowledge graph, we propose a zero-
shot learning approach and with visual features based knowledge graph we propose
a few-shot learning approach.
of the same dimension as the weights of the I3D classifier layer trained or fine-tuned
on the training classes of the dataset, Wcls. The MSE loss that is back-propagated
is given by ‖HGCNTrain −Wcls‖2.
Testing: During test time, the penultimate layer of the I3D model is used to
extract the features of the test images ftest with dimensions N × d. The output
of the test nodes of the GCN with dimension Ctest × d is extracted from HGCN,
denoted by by HGCNTest. The output class probabilities for the test images (Ptest)
are obtained as Ptest = ftestH
T
GCNTest.
4.1 Proposed Knowledge Graphs for Actions
In this section, we describe the construction of different knowledge graphs
(KGs) for actions. Wang et al.[17] use Wordnet [29] and NELL [30] embeddings to
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construct the KG for zero-shot learning (ZSL) on image classification. Compared
to [17], our action label classes are sentences or phrases instead of words, which is
why using wordnet or word2vec doesn’t provide distributive and coherent embed-
dings for action labels. Moreover, getting semantically correlated embedding space
for words and visual features for a good KG is another challenge. We describe these
challenges and how we tackle them while constructing three different versions of
KGs for actions.
A-KG: The first KG is based on word descriptors of action class names, hence
called action KG or A-KG. Since our action classes are composed of multiple words
like a sentence or phrase, averaging word2vec embedding for all words in the sentence
does not provide a cohesive embedding space. We discuss the experimental results
for word2vec embeddings in Section 4.4. To overcome this challenge, we use the
sentence2vec model described in [36], which is an unsupervised learning method
to learn embeddings for whole sentences. We use the unigrams model trained on
Wikipedia to generate our sentence embeddings.
The node features in A-KG are the sentence embeddings. The nodes from
Kinetics action classes are added in A-KG corresponding to each dataset (UCF101,
HMDB51, and Charades). This is inspired by [115, 116], where they show distinct
advantages of adding classes and images from other datasets in ZSL. Although we
cannot directly add images due to the way our model is constructed, we add new
activity classes from the Kinetics dataset to increase the size of our KGs. Appending
400 Kinetics classes to UCF101 results in a total of 501 nodes in the A-KG. Similarly
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appending the nodes to HBDB51 and Charades results in a total of 451 nodes and
557 nodes respectively. We show more results on performance comparison with and
without adding Kinetics nodes in Section 4.4.
With the sentence2vector node features, we construct the A-KG where node i
is connected to another node j in the combined dataset based on edge weights Aij
from cosine similarity of node features. Here, A is the adjacency matrix for A-KG.
We sort the edges weights in descending order to get the top N closest neighbors per
node. N is a hyperparameter that is determined experimentally and is dependent
on the dataset. It is 5 for HMDB51 and UCF101 and 20 for Charades. j being one
of the top N neighbors of i does not mean that the vice versa is true as well. To
make the adjacency matrix symmetric, we fill Aji with the same value as Aij, so the
number of connections to each node >= N .
VN-KG: The second graph is constructed with verbs and nouns associated with
each action class, hence it is called verb-noun KG or VN-KG. This graph is inspired
by multiple works on zero-shot action using human object interaction where the
detected objects in the scene are used to draw the relationships between seen and
unseen action classes [81, 119]. In [81] object detection is carried out in the visual
domain as well and then mapped to word domain for ZSL. We do not do mapping
for objects features from visual to word. Instead, we just take the output of verb
and noun graphs (VN-KG), and pass it through the fusion layer to get the visual
action classifier weights.
To construct VN-KG, we use a standard language lemmatizer [177] to break up
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a phrase describing an action and convert the word to its root form. Then, we use
a part-of-speech (pos) [178] tagger to label the word as a noun or a verb. Still, a lot
of action class names do not have a noun in the phrase, for example “beatboxing”.
For such classes the pos tagger gives a noun label of “unknown” and if Wordnet can
return a noun that is related to that word, we replace the “unknown” by the noun.
For action classes like “archery”, which does not have a specific verb associated with
it, we replace the verb with “doing”. For node features, we compute sentence2vec
embeddings as above for verbs and nouns. Hence, we get a set of graphs with only
verbs and only nouns. These also have same number of nodes as A-KG. Moreover,
these graphs are used and categorized together as VN-KG, since individually they
provide partial information about action class (either verb or noun). A-KG and
VN-KG can be used to define ZSL setup.
V-KG: The third graph is developed to see relative performance improvements by
incorporating only a few labelled images per test class. We use averaged visual fea-
tures as nodes in this graph hence it is called visual feature based graph or V-KG. In
the visual feature space, we see implicit clustering of similar actions, which is some-
times not captured in word embedding space. For example, “pommel horse” and
“horse walking” are considered similar in word embedding space, but these are very
different activities which is captured in visual embedding space shown for dataset
UCF101 in Figure 4.2. We randomly pick 5 videos from each test class and use I3D
to generate video features as described in Section 4.2.2. Then taking the mean of
these features, we get the graph node descriptors and take their cosine similarity to
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generate the adjacency matrix as we do for A-KG and VN-KG. This generates a graph
based on visual features. V-KG is used to replicate few-shot learning (FSL) setup
using KGs, since we use 5 visual features of each test classes to construct the nodes.
In FSL setup, we can combine V-KG with A-KG and VN-KG to improve results.
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Datasets
We use following four datasets, where Kinetics is just for pre-training the
model, and rest are used for experiments:
Kinetics [10]: Kinetics is a large dataset with 400 classes and about 3∗106 videos.
We do not actually need access to Kinetics videos, but the class names and an I3D
model pre-trained on Kinetics available in [11]. Since we use Kinetics for pre-training
I3D and data augmentation while training the GCN, we cannot keep common classes
between Kinetics and UCF101 or HMDB51 or Charades in the test set while doing
ZSL. So, we use classes in UCF101, HMDB51 and Charades that are also present
in Kinetics, as training set.
UCF101 [179]: UCF101 has 13320 videos from 101 classes. After removing com-
mon classes with Kinetics, we get 23 classes with 3004 videos in test set for UCF101
and the remaining 78 classes are used for training. Some test class labels do not have
semantically correlated neighbors. So, we appended these class names with extra
words, for example “front crawl” in UCF101 becomes “front crawl swimming”. We
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discuss class-wise accuracy for test classes in Figure 4.4.
HMDB51 [180]: HMDB51 has 6849 videos from 51 classes. Similar to UCF101,
we remove common classes with Kinetics, and get 12 classes with 1541 videos for
HMDB51’s test set and remaining 39 classes for training. Additionally, to encourage
correlation with action classes in Kinetics, we convert the class labels to continuous
tenses. For example, classes like “eat”, uses sentence2vector embedding correspond-
ing to “eating”.
Charades [181]: Charades has 9848 videos from 157 classes and is also a mul-
tilabel dataset, meaning each video can have multiple action labels. Charades has
noun and verb labels associated with each action class, which we use directly with-
out labelling ourselves. After removing all videos which have at least one common
label with Kinetics, we are left with 110 possible test classes. Each video can have
both training and test labels in Charades. We cannot separate the training and test
videos but just the classes. We split the classes into 50-50 train-test split meaning
there are 79 and 78 train and test classes respectively. The 78 test classes are from
the 110 classes not in common with Kinetics. All videos with at least one training
class are kept in training set and we remove test class labels from them. The rest
of the videos are test videos and training class labels are removed from them.
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Figure 4.2: t-SNE visualization showing feature distribution of UCF101 video
dataset. Sample images are added for our test classes. (Best viewed in digital
format)
4.2.2 Feature Extraction
To extract video features, we use initial model of I3D trained on Kinetics data
and fine-tune the last layer on the training classes of either UCF101 or HMDB51.
For Charades, just fine-tuning the last layer did not yield good classification perfor-
mance, so we fine-tune the whole network. This means while training, we cannot
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compute loss on the Kinetics nodes in the KG for Charades. Even after fine-tuning
the complete network for Charades we did not achieve significant performance for
ZSL; so we use inverse of cross-correlation of training features added to a weighted
identity matrix of the same size. This is followed by multiplication with the multi-
plied result of training features with training labels. This is used as the last layer
weight to train GCN as inspired by [127]. We visualize the video feature space dis-
tribution of the UCF101 classes in Figure 4.2 with some example images for the test
classes. As we can see in Figure 4.2, similar classes are grouped together forming
clusters.
4.2.3 Our Pipeline
Our GCN consists of 6 layers with filter dimensions of 600 → 512 → 1024 →
1024→ 1024→ 1024. We choose 6 layers empirically. Our hypothesis is that lower
depth might reduce field of view, necessary for information transfer, whereas higher
depths might result in over-smoothing. The convolution kernel is of size 1. For
training/fine-tuning both I3D model and the GCN model, we use ADAM optimizer
with initial learning rate of 0.001. A stepwise scheduler with a drop rate of 0.99 after
every 100 epochs is used for I3D training. For GCN, stepwise scheduler drop rate
is 0.999 after every 100 epochs. Classwise mean accuracy is used as the evaluation
metric for UCF101 and HMDB51 and mean average precision (mAP) scores for
Charades. Most of the training parameters are the same for FSL setup as well,
except we use a smaller learning rate of 0.00005 for UCF101.
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To fuse the outputs of the different KGs, we concatenate along the channel
dimension and then pass them through a GCN layer. This fusion GCN layer uses
adjacency matrix of A-KG and V-KG for zero-shot and few-shot respectively. For
A-KG+VN-KG in UCF101 and Charades, this fusion technique did not give good
performance. So, we use the weighted sum of the outputs of A-KG and VN-KG with
weights of 0.9 for A-KG and 0.05 each for the verb and noun outputs from VN-KG.
4.3 Results
Dataset A-KG VN-KG A-KG+VN-KG
UCF101 49.14 45.47 50.13
HMDB51 38.01 31.57 40.77
Charades 15.81 12.48 18.21
Table 4.1: ZSL results for all 3 datasets where we compare performances of A-KG,
VN-KG and a combination of the two. A-KG+VN-KG always does the best. For UCF101
and HMDB51, the results are in mean accuracy whereas for Charades, we report
mean average precision (mAP).
The results for ZSL on all 23 test classes for UCF101, 12 test classes for
HMDB51 and 78 test classes for Charades are in Table 4.1. These results are based
on KGs A-KG and VN-KG and combination of both. The combination of A-KG and
VN-KG graph is done through the fusion process as described in Section 4.2.3. Since
all datasets have many action classes without any nouns, only VN-KG does not give
good performance, but the combination of A-KG+VN-KG works well.
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Method UCF101 HMDB51 Charades
23-78 split 50-51 split 12-39 split 25-26 split 78-79 split
ESZSL [127] 35.27 15.0 34.16 18.5 17.21
DEM [128] 34.26 - 35.26 - -
Objects2Action [119] - 30.3 - 15.6 -
CEWGAN [125] - 26.9 - 30.2 -
TS-GCN [81] 44.5 34.2 - 23.2 -
Ours 50.13 - 40.19 - 18.21
Table 4.2: ZSL results for all 3 datasets. The baselines are ESZSL, DEM, Ob-
jects2Action, CEWGAN and TS-GCN. For UCF101 and HMDB51, the results are
in mean accuracy whereas for Charades, we report mean average precision (mAP)
since it is multi-label dataset.
We also provide the comparison with state-of-the-art in Table 4.2. For our
data split, we have compared our results with three previous works carried out under
similar ZSL settings, ESZSL [127], DEM [128] and TS-GCN [81]. We could not apply
DEM baseline results for Charades, since it is a multi-label dataset. Also, TS-GCN
only released code for the transductive setup for UCF101. We have implemented
the inductive version and compared to it. We have also added some of the recent
results for ZSL. Either their splits are different, or they do not provide code, or an
essential part of their framework is missing. However, note that recent work of [81]
outperforms these other approaches on their splits and we outperform [81] on our
splits.
Dataset Baseline V-KG V-KG+A-KG V-KG+VN-KG V-KG+A-KG+VN-KG
UCF101 52.7 57.04 62.10 59.92 64.24
HMDB 30.2 45.07 45.67 47.61 47.69
Table 4.3: FSL results for the UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. The baseline is
nearest neighbor, given 5 videos for each test set. The combination of A-KG, VN-KG
and V-KG does the best in both cases.
We report results for combining V-KG with A-KG and VN-KG in Table 4.3. Since
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we are using V-KG, these experiments can be considered as few shot learning. To
create a baseline, we used the nearest neighbor search to get the class label for
test videos. Based on the 5 labelled videos provided, we calculate the mean feature
for each class and then we use cosine distances between the rest of the test videos
and these class centers to sort them into corresponding classes. We use the same
train-test class splits for UCF101 and HMDB51 as used in ZSL. For both UCF101
and HMDB51, we get best results if we use all 3 KGs. We do not conduct this
experiment for Charades since each video has multiple labels, hence each video data
point will update multiple class centers resulting in overlapping class distribution.
4.4 Analysis
Word embeddings for action labels: For constructing node features from ac-
tion labels, we used the word2vec embeddings trained on Google News [20, 21, 22].
For all words in each class name, the word2vec embeddings were averaged to give a
resultant embedding for the whole phrase, which serves as features of the nodes in
the KG. In Figure 4.3(b), we show the word2vec embedding space of node “Pommel
Horse” and its nearest neighbor class nodes.
Averaging word2Vec embedding for all words in action class label phrase works
in some cases, but it cannot always capture the meaning or correct relationships
between the action classes. Hence, for a class like “riding or walking with horse” in
Kinetics dataset, the embedding for each word is located far apart from each other
as displayed in Figure 4.3(b). The mean of these individual words does not lie close
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(a)	 (b)	
Figure 4.3: (a) Sentence2Vec embedding space for Kinetics and UCF101 classes.
The class “uneven bars” and its neighbors are highlighted. (b) Class “Pommel
horse” and its neighboring classes in Kinetics dataset using word2vec embedding.
The embeddings of each individual word forming the phrase is also displayed. (Best
viewed in digital format)





Table 4.4: Performance comparison between word2vec embedding and sentence2vec
embedding based models. Both the models are trained on graphs consisting of class
nodes from Kinetics and UCF101 (A-KG) with losses on both. Performance metric
used is mean accuracy.
To solve this problem we use sentence2vec model from [36], which captures
the semantic meaning of sequences of words. Using this embedding space, the
closest word match to a class like “uneven bars” is “gymnastics tumbling”. The
word embedding space for all the classes in UCF101 and Kinetics are displayed in
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Figure 4.3(a). The word “Uneven bars” along with its neighbors are emphasized. We
run experiments with both word2vec embeddings trained on Google News [20, 21, 22]
and Sentence2Vec embeddings based on unigram model trained on Wikipedia [36].
The results on UCF101 A-KG are shown in Table 4.4. These results show significant
improvement by using setence2vec over word2vec.
Knowledge Nodes for Loss Mean
Graph Computation Accuracy
UCF only UCF 27.72
UCF+Kinetics UCF 32.85
UCF+Kinetics UCF+Kinetics 49.14
HMDB only HMDB 31.09
HMDB+Kinetics HMDB 29.22
HMDB+Kinetics HMDB+Kinetics 38.01
Table 4.5: Experiments with 3 different knowledge graph constructions. The
variations are due to using only UCF101/HMDB51 classes for the knowledge
graph or appending it with Kinetics classes and training loss being calculated on
UCF101/HMDB51 nodes only or both UCF101/HMDB51 and Kinetics nodes in the
knowledge graphs (A-KG). Performance metric used is mean accuracy.
Appending Knowledge Graphs with more action classes: We augment the
UCF101 and HMDB51 action class names based KG with Kinetics class labels in
three different ways. In the first configuration, either the UCF101 nodes or HMDB51
nodes are used in the KG (101/51 nodes) out of which, 78 and 39 are training nodes
respectively. The loss is computed by comparing the output of the GCN on these
classes to the weights in the final classifier layer of the fine-tuned I3D network.
The second configuration uses the same KG as A-KG explained in Section 4.1.
The loss is computed by comparing the output of only the UCF101 or HMDB51
training nodes (78/39 nodes) to the final classifier layer of the fine-tuned I3D net-
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work.
In the third configuration, again A-KG is used. Although, now the loss is
computed by summing the 2 MSE losses: (a) Loss 1 by comparing the output of only
the UCF101 or HMDB training nodes(78/39 nodes) to the final classifier layer of the
fine-tuned I3D network. (b) Loss 2 by comparing the output of the Kinetics nodes
(400 nodes) to the classifier layer weight of I3D pre-trained on Kinetics. The results
of these three experiments are shown in Table 4.5. For UCF101 and HMDB51, third
configuration works best.
Types of connections in Knowledge Graphs: While constructing the A-KG
with both UCF101 or HMDB51 and Kinetics dataset, we used two types of graph
connections. In fully-connected graphs all nodes can be connected to all other nodes,
out of which we select top 5 connections. In bipartite, for every node in UCF101 or
HMDB51 dataset, we find the top 5 connections to the Kinetics dataset nodes and
vice versa. The fully connected(FC) graph works better than the bipartite graph
(Table 4.6).
Method Mean-accuracy Mean-accuracy
for UCF for HMDB
FC 49.14 38.01
Bipartite 33.11 28.49
Table 4.6: Performance comparison for fully connected(FC) and bipartite graphs
constructed with UCF101 or HMDB51 with Kinetics dataset nodes in A-KG. Both
the models are trained on graphs consisting of class nodes from two datasets
(UCF101 and Kinetics or HMDB51 and Kinetics) with losses on both. Performance
metric used is mean accuracy.
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Figure 4.4: This figure shows class-wise accuracy for different KGs and combination
of KGs for UCF101 and HMDB51. We added few words for better word embeddings
in the labels (such as “front crawl” becomes “front crawl swimming”), which im-
proves performance for language based KGs or their combinations, as shown here.
Each color for bar represents a KG, blue is word based KG, orange is visual feature
based KG and grey is combination of all three KGs (A-KG, VN-KG and V-KG).
Analysis of Class-wise Accuracy using different Knowledge Graphs: To
understand the impact of using A-KG, VN-KG and V-KG for learning each test class,
we plot the class-wise accuracy for UCF101 and HMDB51 in Figure 4.4. Each color
of the bar represents a different KG: blue is for word based A-KG, orange is for visual
feature based V-KG and grey is the combination of A-KG, VN-KG and V-KG.
As observed in Figure 4.4, for few classes such as “billiards”, “playing tabla”,
A-KG performs the best. These classes innately have many neighbors in the word
embeddings space, which help in learning them from given training classes. Few
other classes, such as “front crawl swimming”, “chew food” and “pour liquid” per-
form well with just A-KG as well, since we add the extra word “swimming”, “food”
and “liquid” respectively, to enforce good neighbors in language domain. Intuitively,
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V-KG does well for “uneven bars”, “fall floor”, “smile” and “shoot gun”, since these
have distinct visual features. The combination KG works well for “parallel bars”,
“jumping jack”, “playing daf”, “playing dhol”, “climb stairs”, “talk” and “wave”.
Ablation for Network Architecture: We experiment with different number of
layers of the GCN (2,4 6, 8 and 10) to explore influence of GCN depth on perfor-
mance for both UCF101 and HMDB51. The increase in the number of layers of the
GCN increases smoothing and decrease in number of layers causes less information




Table 4.7: Performance comparison of using GCN (on UCF101 A-KG) vs a linear
combination (using the adjacency matrix edge weights) of the top 4 closest training
class weights to the test classes. Performance metric used is mean accuracy.
Usefulness of GCN vs a linear combination of training class weights: To show the
performance improvement on UCF101 due to GCN on A-KG compared to just linear
combinations, we perform an ablation study. For each test class, we find the top 4
neighbors in the training set. Then using the adjacency edge connection weights,
the classifier layer weight for the test class is a weighted average of the classifier





Table 4.8: Performance comparison of using an encoder-decode layer before the
GCN layers on UCF101 A-KG vs not using one. Performance metric used is mean
accuracy.
Use encoder decoder before GCN: We run another set of experiments where a 2 lay-
ered encoder decoder network is added before GCN on UCF101 A-KG, for improving
encoding of sentence embedding features. The results do not show any promise as
seen in Table 4.8.
Method Nodes for Loss Computation Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 Split 4 Split 5 Mean
ESZSL - 61.25 60.30 53.68 64.81 60.56 60.12
DEM - 60.87 65.88 41.89 61.90 52.11 56.53
Ours UCF101 59.68 48.51 42.18 49.86 43.12 48.67
Ours UCF101+Kinetics 83.62 72.60 71.57 70.85 49.39 69.61
Table 4.9: Results on UCF101 A-KG with 10 randomly selected test classes leaving 91
classes to be used for training I3D and GCN. Mean accuracy is used for evaluation.
The experiments are carried out 5 times and the final column provides the averaged
mean accuracy scores. We compare our results to two previous work with similar
settings.
Random test train splits: Some of the experiments are done on a random sub-
sample of the test-set classes. For UCF101 A-KG, we choose 10 out of 23 classes 5
times; so that for each random sample of 10 test classes, the rest of the 91 classes
forms the training set. The mean accuracy score is calculated after each run and the
result of all 5 runs are averaged to get the final mean accuracy score. The results





Figure 4.5: Heatmaps showing activations of various classes’ classifier layers obtained
from training on UCF101 A-KG on various class videos. (a) is the display of the
activation from the “playing sitar” class on a“playing sitar” video, (b) is the display
of the activation from the “playing guitar” class on a“playing guitar” video, (c)
is the display of the activation from the “playing sitar” class on a“playing guitar”
video, (d) is the display of the activation from the “biking” class on a“biking” video
and (e) is the display of the activation from the “playing sitar” class on a“biking”
video. These heatmaps show that test class “playing sitar” is correctly learning from
training class “playing guitar” instead of training class “biking”
Learning classifier for unknown classes from related classes in Knowledge
Graph: The heatmaps in Figure 4.5 depicts the test nodes learning from the inter-
connections to the train nodes in A-KG. They are based on CAM [182]. Considering
the test class “playing sitar” in UCF101, one of the top 5 nearest train classes in
UCF101 is “playing guitar” and one of the random classes that have no relation is
“biking”. Now among the five sub-figures in Figure 4.5, (a) is the display of the ac-
tivation from the “playing sitar” class on a “playing sitar” video, (b) is the display
of the activation from the “playing guitar” class on a “playing guitar” video, (c)
is the display of the activation from the “playing sitar” class on a “playing guitar”
video, (d) is the display of the activation from the “biking” class on a “biking” video
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and (e) is the display of the activation from the “playing sitar” class on a “biking”
video. What we show here is that “playing sitar” classifier is similar to the “playing
guitar” classifier and hence the heat maps from both are similar. This is not the
case between “playing sitar” and “biking”.
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Chapter 5: Learning Graphs for Knowledge Transfer with
Limited Labels
We improve the GCN based semi-supervised classification and zero/few-shot
action recognition performance further by learning and updating the input knowl-
edge graph over time and also using additional constraint via triplet loss. The GCN
network for semi-supervised learning is a 2 layer network based on the spectral GCN
form, introduced by [34] and given in the equation 3.1. We use the same GCN frame-
work as described in Chapter 4 for zero/few-shot action recognition. The system
overview for learning the graph structure while using triplet loss is in Figure 5.1 and
the algorithm specifically for zero/few-shot learning is summarized in Algorithm 1.
5.1 Our Approach
The transfer of knowledge from training to test nodes relies heavily on the
quality of the input graph. Better input inter-relationships among nodes lead to
a better output of the GCN-based framework. All GCN-based frameworks, with a
few exceptions for both semi-supervised learning and zero/few-shot learning, use a
fixed adjacency matrix throughout the GCN Network. However, as discussed earlier,
being able to learn the adjacency matrix is desirable and challenging.
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Figure 5.1: System overview for adaptive learning of graphs connections. The input
graph is passed through a GCN layer and this intermediate output is used to update
the graph as well as calculate a triplet loss between the current nodes and the positive
and negative sets. This output is then passed through another GCN network that
generates outputs specific to the task at hand. The final output is used to calculate
the task specific loss like MSE loss for zero-shot learning.
Algorithm 1: System Overview for zero/few-shot learning
Input Input KG with node features (H feat) and adjacency matrix(Ain),
pretrained I3D network for extraction of test video feature extraction (f test) and
final classifier layer weights for training classes (W cls), number of epochs per
update (n)
Output Classification probablity scores for all test classes (P test)
Networks GCN1 and GCN2 are two GCN networks
1: procedure GCN training and testing
2: A = Ain
3: ref← example reference node
4: P ← positive neighboring set for ref based on Ain
5: N ← negative neighboring set for ref based on Ain
6: while not converge do
7: H inter ← GCN1(H feat, Ain), Hout ← GCN2(H inter, A)
8: Htrain ← Hout for training classes,
Href ← H inter for ref node,
HP ← mean(H inter for positive neighbors in P ),
HN ← mean(H inter for negative neighbors in N)
9: dP = ‖Href −HP‖2, dN = ‖Href −HN‖2
10: Loss← LMSE+Ltriplet = ‖W cls−Htrain‖2+max(dP−dN+α, 0), α = margin




, A = Normalize(Aupdated)
13: Hout* ← output for optimized network,
Htest ← Hout* for testing classes, P test = f test(Htest)T
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5.1.1 Adaptively Updating the Adjacency Matrix
Let GCN1 be the part of the original network that gives an intermediate output,
and the rest of the original GCN be GCN2. The output of GCN1 is used to recalculate
the adjacency matrix, where the edge weights are the cosine similarity of the output
node values of GCN1. Then, we use the new adjacency matrix as our input to GCN2,
starting from the next epoch.
More formally, let hl−1k be the output of the k
th node at the (l − 1)th layer.
This passes through the lth convolution layer with weights W l. Then, for each node,
there is a weighted aggregation based on its neighbors, Ni, where the edge weights
are represented by cik connecting nodes i and k. So the l
th layer output of the ith
node in GCN1, h
l
i, is given by equation 5.1, where σ is the non-linearity following the
aggregation. Similarly, hlj is the output of the j
th node at the lth layer. Then, the
new edge weight connecting nodes i and j is given by the cosine similarity of hli and













‖ hli ‖‖ hlj ‖
)
(5.2)
We denote the original adjacency matrix with A and the updated one with Anew.
In equation 5.2 we normalize the adjacency matrix, with the node degree matrix
D, given by D−1/2AD−1/2 operation from equation 3.1. GCN1 always operates in
A, whereas GCN2 operates on Anew. To aid with the optimization, we update Anew
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every n epochs, so that GCN2 can adapt to the new input graph. Finally, the graph
adjacency is by taking a weighted average with the original input graph (update
using equation 5.3).
Anew = λ ∗ Anew + (1− λ) ∗ A (5.3)
When we have good quality input graphs (eg., those in semi-supervised learning
benchmarks, whose connections are based on dataset labels), we determine λ em-
pirically. However, in cases where the input graphs are noisy (eg., those computed
allegorically in Chapter4 for action recognition), we often set λ = 1, i.e., do not rely
on input graph for GCN2. Details for all setups are provided in Section 5.2.
5.1.2 Training using Triplet Loss
The original network without graph learning uses classification loss and MSE
(mean squared error) loss for training semi-supervised and zero-shot learning net-
works respectively. To aid in updating the graph structure, we add a triplet loss.
Therefore, the final framework is trained with a weighted sum of the triplet loss and
the task-specific loss for increased supervision. For the triplet loss, we need positive
and negative sets for each node. For semi-supervised learning, each training node
in the graph is a data sample and has a class label associated with it. So we can
use the soft-triple loss [183], which requires the number of clusters per class as a
hyperparameter. We determine this empirically on the validation set and the values
are provided in Section 5.2.
On the other hand, the positive and negative neighbors for the class nodes
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in zero/few-shot learning for actions need to be explicitly defined. We rely on the
neighborhood of each class in the graph to initialize these sets as follows. For the
positive set, we simply use the top-N (=2) neighbors closest to each node in the input
KG. However, with triplet losses, defining negative set is more challenging. If we
only use the farthest neighbors, the downstream task MSE network already achieves
good separation between positives and negatives, and the triplet loss contribution
is negligible. This implies that the triplet loss has no effect on training and the
adjacency matrix can get arbitrary updates and lead to degenerate solutions. On
the other hand, if the negative set is too close to the positive set, some nodes in the
negative set that may be constrictive and lead to large penalty which is detrimental
to adjacency matrix updates. Therefore, we use the validation set to empirically
select the range of the negative set classes (details in Section 5.3).
Finally, we take the average of the GCN1 node outputs for the positive and
negative sets to get positive and negative vectors. Then, the triplet loss is zero only
when the distance between the positive vector and the current node is smaller than
the distance between the current node and the negative vector by a certain margin α
(= 0.1). Mathematically, Href be the output of the current reference node, HP and
HN are the averaged output vectors for the nodes in the positive and negative sets,
respectively. Then, the distance between Href and HP (or HN) is represented as dP
and dN (equation 5.4); and the triplet loss, Ltriplet is calculated using equation 5.5.
dP = ‖Href −HP‖2, dN = ‖Href −HN‖2 (5.4)
Ltriplet = max(d
P − dN + α, 0) (5.5)
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5.2 Experiments
Datasets: We use Citeseer, Cora and Pubmed datasets [35, 184] for experiments
on semi-supervised learning where nodes are documents and edges are citations.
There are 6 classes in Citeseer, 7 in Cora and 3 in Pubmed. We use the same train,
test and validation splits as [34, 185]. For zero/few-shot action recognition, we use
Kinetics [10], UCF101 [179] and HMDB51 [180] as our datasets. Kinetics has 400
classes, UCF101 has 101 classes out of which 23 are are for test and 78 for training
and HMDB51 has 51 classes out of which 12 are for test and 39 for training. We have
described these datasets in Chapter 4. We make 10 random selections of c classes
among test classes and we average the performance on all 10 selections for validation
purposes. We then select the model with best performance on this validation set
and report results on the entire test set. c is 20 for UCF101 dataset and 10 for
HMDB51 dataset.
Pipeline: For semi-supervised learning we use a 2 layer network where the inter-
mediate output is used to update the graph connections. The learning rate is 0.005
for all 3 datasets. We experimentally determined the number of cluster per class for
soft-triple loss and they are 2 for Pubmed and Cora and 10 for Citeseer. The rest
of the hyperparameters for Soft-triple loss are the same as their paper [183]. The λ
parameter in equation 5.3 is 0.8 for all datasets.
For zero/few-shot action recognition, we use an I3D [11] pre-trained on Ki-
netics and only finetune the last classifier layer on UCF101 and HMDB51 train-
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ing classes respectively until convergence. We use 1 layer for GCN1 and 5 layers
in GCN2 with 1 of these 5 layers belonging to fusion GCN for systems based on
multiple KGs. We use the same hyperparameters as Chapter4 for our baseline net-
work. λ from equation 5.3 is 1.0 for all zero-shot/few-shot KGs except for HMDB51
A-KG+V-KG+VN-KG where it is 0.5. For HMDB51 A-KG, we use the final output of
GCN2 to calculate Anew and we do not use triplet loss.
5.3 Quantitative Results
5.3.1 Semi-supervised Learning
Method Cora Citeseer Pubmed
SemiEmb [186] 59.0% 59.6% 71.7%
DeepWalk [187] 67.2% 43.2% 65.3%
ICA [188] 75.1% 69.1% 73.9%
Planetoid [185] 75.7% 64.7% 77.2%
Chebyshev [98] 81.2% 69.8% 74.4%
GCN [34] 81.5% 70.3% 79.0%
MoNet [189] 81.7% - 78.8%
GAT [104] 83.0% 72.5% 79.0%
GLNN [33] 83.4% 72.4% 76.7%†
GCN+GDC [101] 83.6% 73.4% 78.7%
H-GCN [100] 84.5% 72.8% 79.8%
GLCN [32] 85.5% 72.0% 78.3%
GCN* 80.0% 72.0% 77.8%
Ours 83.6% 74.3% 79.8%
Table 5.1: We compare accuracy of our technique to various state-of-the-art tech-
niques for semi-supervised learning for Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets; includ-
ing two graph learning techniques, GLNN and GLCN. We also provide the GCN*
baseline which is our implemetation in PyTorch environment. The † in Pubmed for
GLNN stands for downsampled input data. We get the best performance for both
Citeseer and Pubmed datasets. For Cora, our GCN baseline (80.0%) is worse than
the GCN baseline for GLCN (82.9%) by 3.0%, so the improvement using our graph
learning technique is higher.
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We show results on semi-supervised learning for Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed
datasets in Table 5.1. We compare against multiple state-of-the-art methods, in-
cluding graph learning methods like GLCN [32] and GLNN [33]. The GCN* is our
implementation of GCN [34] in PyTorch environment with 256 intermediate chan-
nels and we get slightly differing results. Since our approach builds on this baseline,
we report these results to do a direct comparison. Our approach outperforms all
others on both Citeseer and Pubmed datasets. GLCN does best on the Cora dataset,
but their GCN baseline is 82.9% (∼ 3.0% higher than our baseline at 80.0%).
λ 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2
Pubmed 76.2% 80.6% 79.8% 79.4% 79.0%
Table 5.2: Ablation comparing accuracy for Pubmed validation data for different
values of weighted averaging between input and updated adjacency matrix, i.e., λ
from equation 5.3.
Ablation analysis. We experiment with different values of λ from equation 5.3 on
Pubmed validation set and report the results in Table 5.2. We observe that λ = 0.8
achieves best performance and use this in all semi-supervised experiments.
5.3.2 Zero-shot/Few-shot Action Recognition
We compare with the results without graph learning from Chapter 4 for zero-
and few-shot action recognition in Table 5.3. These results are for both UCF101
and HMDB51, using three different input graph configurations – A-KG, V-KG, and
A-KG+VN-KG+V-KG. For both UCF101 and HMDB51, the metric is mean accuracy,
which averages the classwise accuracy over all classes. As can be seen, our approach
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of updating the graph structure during training significantly outperform our results
from Chapter 4.
Input KG UCF101 HMDB51
Ours Ours+Learning KG Ours Ours+Learning KG
A-KG 49.14 53.27 38.01 41.05
V-KG 57.04 60.57 45.07 48.07
{A+VN+V}-KG 64.24 65.49 47.69 49.17
Table 5.3: Comparison of our results using graph learning with the pipeline from
Chapter 4 without graph learning for UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. We do better
for all input KG configurations: A-KG, V-KG, and A-KG+VN-KG+V-KG. The metric is
mean accuracy (Higher is better).




V-KG ! ! 60.57
Table 5.4: Improvements using triplet loss or updating adjacency matrix only on
V-KG and then both together. Metric is mean accuracy (Higher is better).
Ablation analysis. We first analyze the contribution of our approach to update
A and the triplet loss formulation in Table 5.4 (UCF101 using V-KG). We show that
both contributions are better individually and are complementary to each other.
Next, we study the two hyperparameters associated with these two proposals –
(a) varying the number of epochs before updating adjacency matrix (n), and (b)
different ordinal ranges for negative classes for the triplet loss. The results are
presented in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 respectively. We get the best performance at
30 epochs per update and negative set range of [9, 14]. For this ablation, we use the
mean of 10 runs of randomly chosen subsets of 20 test classes.
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# epoch per update 10 20 30 40 50
UCF101 A-KG 52.89 50.17 54.41 50.72 48.71
Table 5.5: Ablation showing performance of UCF101 A-KG with varying number of
epochs per update of adjacency matrix. The metric used in mean accuracy (Higher
is better).
Triplet loss ‘-’ive set 5-10 15-20 9-11 9-14 9-19
UCF101 A-KG 49.22 48.74 51.51 54.41 49.27
Table 5.6: Ablation showing performance of UCF101 A-KG with different negative
set class index ranges for triplet loss. The metric used in mean accuracy (Higher is
better).
Method UCF101 HMDB51 Method UCF101
23-78 split 12-39 split 20-81 split
ESZSL [127] 35.27 34.16 Action2vec [118] 36.5
DEM [128] 34.26 35.26 TARN [126] 42.7
TS-GCN [81] 44.5 - SAOE[121] 51.2
Ours 50.13 40.77 UR[124] 53.8
Ours+learn KG 53.28 41.05 Ours+learn KG 54.4
Table 5.7: Comparison with State-of-the-art zero-shot action recognition results for
both UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. The results are in mean accuracy. Higher
is better. We compare on the entire test set for both datasets. We also randomly
choose 20 classes from UCF101 test set over 10 times and average the output to
replicate the 80/20 split reported by previous work.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Zero-shot Learning. Finally, we compare
against state-of-the-art approaches for zero-shot learning. Note that we cannot
do a similar comparison for few-shot learning because we do not follow the episodic
learning pipeline as the other papers. In particular, we compare against ESZSL [127],
DEM [128], TS-GCN [81], our own baseline without graph learning from Chapter 4,
SAOE [121], UR [124], Action2vec [118], and TARN [126]. We evaluate on both
UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets and report mean accuracy. We provide results for
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the entire test sets, for both UCF101 and HMDB51 and on the 80/20 split on
UCF101 used by previous papers in Table 5.7. For the latter, we randomly choose
20 classes from UCF101 test classes 10 times and average the output performance
and report the average scores over all runs. We outperform the state-of-the-art
techniques in all three cases, further emphasizing the importance of updating the
graph structure for zero-shot approaches.
5.4 Discussion
Figure 5.2: Class-wise comparison of accuracy for 23 UCF101 test classes using A-KG
and V-KG as input for zero- and few-shot learning, respectively, between current
results after applying graph learning (blue) and the results without graph learning
i.e the baseline (green). In both cases (A-KG and V-KG), for majority of classes, we
either beat or maintain the baseline performance. Best viewed in digital.
Class-wise performance. In Figure 5.2, we do a class-wise performance compar-
ison between our output from Chapter4 without graph learning and output after
learning input KG for UCF101 test classes with A-KG and V-KG as input. For zero-
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Figure 5.3: We plot the adjacency matrix connections for UCF101+Kinetics A-KG
input and show the following two updates. We plot only a sub-graph due to space
complexity. We chose 8 test classes (class names shown in red) and display all their
connections in the KG. The edge colors show the weight of the connection. There
are multiple regions where we can see improvements after first and second update.
Best viewed in digital.
shot learning with V-KG as input, our technique beats the baseline for most classes
(12 our of 23) like “Apply eye makeup”, “Apply lipstick”, “Billiards”, “Nunchucks”,
“Playing Daf”. In some cases (7 out of 23), like “Still rings”, “table tennis shot”,
“uneven bars”, we do worse. We provide an explanation for the “Still rings” class
in Figure 5.4 discussed later. For few-shot learning using V-KG, we do better on 12
and worse on 6, and similar to fixed input graphs on 5 classes.
Qualitative results for graph updates. In Figure 5.3, we show the graph con-
nections among 57 selected nodes for UCF101 and Kinetics based on A-KG. These
nodes are the neighbors for the selected 8 test classes (class names shown in red).
The edge weights are represented by the colors shown in color bar, with blue rep-
resenting lower edge weights and red representing higher ones. The visualization
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on the left is for the input adjacency matrix, the center is after the first update at
30th epoch, and the right is after the 2nd update at 60th epoch. There are many
examples where the update is improving the input KG, but due to space constraints,
we only discuss one specific node here. Looking at “Pommel horse” (a gymnast ac-
tion) and the input KG, we see multiple mistakes because this KG is based on word
embeddings. Due to the presence of the term “horse” in the name, it associates
“Pommel horse” with “Grooming horse” and “Horse riding”. After the first update,
these connections are removed, but it creates connections to classes like “Archery”
and “Fencing” which are not correct. It has some correct connections, like ones
to “Vault”,“Uneven bars”; but the weights are low due to normalization from too
many connections. After the 2nd update, a lot of these connections (like “Archery”)
are removed and weight increases on connections like “Floor Gymnastics” and “Pole
Vault”. So overall the KG improves after each update.
Visualizing important connections. Next, we display the important graph con-
nections with respect to the GCN network in Figure 5.4. A GCN has multiple
layers and each layer involves convolution, adjacency matrix multiplication, and
non-linearity. The linear equivalent of this system is AL where L is the number of
layers in the GCN. We display the top-N neighbors in AL with A from input and
updated adjacency matrix for two test classes: “Mixing batter” and “Still Rings”
in Figure 5.4 labeled as linear connectivity. We also develop a way to display the
closest neighbors after the GCN operation which are different from the input adja-
cency matrix. To do this, we follow the technique used to understand the traditional
ConvNets by blocking out portions of input images [190]. If the GCN operation is
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Figure 5.4: We show the connections of AL where L is the number of layers in
the GCN (linear connectivity), as well as connections after passing through the
non-linear GCN network (GCN-based connectivity) for “Mixing Batter” and “Still
Rings” classes. For both, we show the top-K connections using fixed input A (adja-
cency matrix) as well as updated A. The edge color based on the color bar and the
width of the connections represent edge weights. (larger width ∝ higher weights).
For “Mixing Batter” the performance becomes better while for ‘Still Rings” the
performance becomes worse after A is updated.
represented by G and the input to the GCN is the KG K, the original output prob-
ability is given by O = G(K) × fvid, where fvid is the feature vector of a video in
class C. Next, we modify K to K − ni by removing connections to one input node
ni and the new output is given by Onew = G(K − ni) × fvid. Then, the impact
of connectivity between nodes ni and the correct output class node C is given by
equation 5.6, where the higher the change the more important a connection is.
|O −Onew| = | (G(K)−G(K − ni))× fvid| (5.6)
We show GCN based connectivity, extracted using this approach, in Figure 5.4 for
the two classes, “Mixing batter” and “Still Rings”, using input and updated adja-
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cency matrix. The edge color (depending on the given color bar) and widths repre-
sent the importance of the connectivity (higher width implies higher edge weight).
The updated adjacency matrix based connectivity becomes better for “Mixing bat-
ter” and worse for “Still rings”. For “Mixing batter” the word embedding based
KG makes a mistake by associating “batter” with “baseball” classes like “Throwing
Ball”, “Baseball Pitch”, etc. whereas our updated KG correctly associates “Mixing
batter” with cooking classes like “Cooking Egg” and ”Making a cake”. On the other
hand for “Still rings” the original KG has “Pole Vault” and “Gymnastics tumbling”
as some of the top neighbors whereas the updated KG has “Balance beam”, “Un-
even bars”, and “Parallel bars” as the top neighbors. The problem is that these are
more similar to the “Pommel horse” test class and so most “Still rings” videos are
predicted as “Pommel horse” after the update.
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Chapter 6: Depth Completion Using a View-constrained Deep Prior
In this chapter we will describe in detail the technique of using the deep image
prior for depth completion in stereo pipeline.
6.1 Method
Given a RGBD image with I in as RGB component and Din as noisy depth
component, our goal is to generate denoised and inpainted depth image D∗. We
leverage recently proposed Deep Image Prior (DIP) [54] to solve this problem. We
first briefly describe the DIP approach.
6.1.1 Deep Image Prior
The DIP method proposed a deep network based technique for solving low
level vision problems such as image denoising, restoration, inpainting, etc. At the
core of their method lies the idea that deep networks can serve as a prior for such
inverse problems. If x is the input image, n is the input noise and xo is the denoised
output of the network fθ, then the optimization problem of the DIP method takes
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Figure 6.1: (a) Input depth map with holes (b) DDP on just depth maps and (c)
DDP on RGBD images. In the black box regions in (b), DDP is filling up the holes
in the sky or background based on the depth from the house or radio because it has
no edge information. RGBD input provides this edge information in (c).
the following form:




o = fθ∗(n). (6.1)
The task of finding the optimal neural network parameters θ∗ and the optimal
denoised image x∗o is solved using the standard backpropagation approach.
A simple approach to address depth denoising and inpainting would be to use
a DIP like encoder-decoder architecture to improve the depth images. Here depth
images would replace RGB as inputs in the original DIP framework. However this
fails to fill the holes with correct depth values. Some of the results are shown in
Figure 6.1. More quantitative results are provided in Table 6.3. We hypothesize
three reasons for this failure. First, holes near object boundary can cause incorrect
depth filling. Second, depth images have more diverse values than RGB images
that leads to large quantization errors. Finally absolute error for far objects may
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Figure 6.2: Overview of the Deep Depth Prior (DDP): The DDP network is trained
using a combination of L1 and SSIM reconstruction loss with respect to a target
RGB-D image and a photoconsistency loss with respect to neighboring calibrated
images. This network is used to refine a set of noisy depth maps and the refined
depth maps are subsequently fused to obtain the final 3D point cloud model. Iout
and Dout are the RGB and depth output of our network. Inbr is the RGB at a
neighboring viewpoint. Iref and Dref are the input RGB and depth at the current
(reference) viewpoint.
dominate the DIP optimization over important nearby objects.
6.1.2 Deep Depth Prior
In this work, we propose the Deep Depth Prior (DDP) and introduce three
losses to solve the issues discussed before. Our approach is built on top of the
inpainting task in Ulyanov et al. [54] where we create a mask for the holes in the
depth map and calculate the loss over the non-masked regions. Figure 6.2 gives an
overview of our system.
To solve the issue of absolute error for far objects dominating the DIP opti-
mizer, inverted depth or disparity images are used. We also add a constant value
to depth image that reduces the ratio between the maximum and minimum depth
values. Further, masking of all far away objects beyond a certain depth is performed
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min depth max depth constant
Ignatius 2.0 7.5 0.0
Barn 2.0 16.5 2.0
Caterpillar 2.0 7.5 0.0
Meetingroom 0.2 25.0 4.0
Truck 0.5 10.0 2.0
Courtroom 0.2 46.0 4.0
Church 0.2 16.0 4.0
Table 6.1: Minimum and maximum depth clipping values and the constant depth
value added per scene before doing DDP for 7 scenes in TnT dataset
by clipping to a predefined maximum depth value. We also clip depth to a minimum
value so that the maximum disparity value does not go to infinity. We provide these
values in Table 6.1.
Let Dout be the desired depth output from our network and let fθ denote the
generator network. Input to the network is noise nin and the input depth map is
inverted to get Z in as the noisy disparity map. Let us represent the output from the
network as Zout where Zout = fθ(n
in;Z in). On convergence, optimal D∗ is obtained
by inverting Z∗.




RGB + (1− γ1 − γ2)Lwarp. (6.2)
Disparity-based loss (Ldisp). The simplest technique to obtain Z∗ is to optimize
only on disparity. The disparity based loss Ldisp is a weighted combination of Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) or L1 loss and Structural Similarity metric (SSIM) or LSSIM
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loss [191], and takes the following form:
Ldisp = λzL
1(Z in, Zout) + (1− λz)LSSIM(Z in, Zout). (6.3)
We use L1 loss instead of Mean Squared Error(L2) loss to remove the effect of very
high valued noise having a major effect on the optimization. It takes the form as
L1(Z in, Zout) = |Z in−Zout|. The structural similarity LSSIM loss measures similarity
between the input Z in and reconstructed disparity map Zout. Here similarity is de-
fined at the block level where each block size is 11x11. It provides consistency at the
region level. The loss (LSSIM) takes the following form LSSIM = 1−SSIM(Z in, Zout).
where structural similarity index (SSIM) [191] is defined by the equation 6.4,
SSIM(x, y) =













y are the variances of x and
y, σxy is the covariance of x and y, c1 = (k1L)
2 and c2 = (k2L)
2 where L = dynamic
range of pixel values and k1 and k2 are constants.
RGB-based loss (LRGB). We observed that under certain situations the dispar-
ity based loss leads to blurred edges in the final generated depth map. This happens
when there is a hole in the depth map near an object boundary. The generator net-
work produces a depth map that fuses the depths of different objects appearing
around the hole.
For example, consider regions belonging to sky in the top row of Figure 6.1.
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Due to the homogeneous nature of the sky pixels, standard disparity/depth esti-
mation methods fail to produce any valid values for such regions. However, pixels
corresponding to house region have depth values. When the image is passed to a
DIP generator, the edge between the house and the sky gets blurred because the net-
work is trying to fill up the space without any additional knowledge, e.g., boundary
information. It just bases its decision on depth of neighboring space to fill up the
incomplete regions as seen in the top row of Figure 6.1(b) in the black box region.
To solve this problem, we also pass the color RGB image along with the
disparity image. The encoder-decoder based DDP architecture is now trained on
the 4 channel RGBD image. The network weights are updated not only on the
masked disparity map but also on the full RGB image. This helps the network to
leverage edge and texture information for the object boundary in the RGB image
to fill the holes in the disparity (and so in depth) image. This important edge
information provided to the network helps to generate crisp depth images as seen
in the Figure 6.1(c).
Let Iout be the output corresponding to input data I in using the noise nin and
generator model fθ. It takes the form as I
out = fθ(n
in; I in). The Loss LRGB is also
a weighted combination of L1 and SSIM losses, and is defined as:
LRGB = λIL
1(I in, Iout) + (1− λI)LSSIM(I in, Iout). (6.5)
The RGB based loss helps to resolve the issue of blurring observed around
edges near object boundaries. However, putting equal weights to disparity Ldisp and
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Figure 6.3: (a) RGB image (b) Input disparity map (c) Disparity output from DDP
trained with equal weight for RGB and depth loss. The RGB artifacts are evident
in (c) through the vertical and horizontal lines representing the wooden planks in
the wall (d) Disparity output from the DDP trained with lower weight for the RGB
loss compared to depth loss. The artifacts disappear in (d).
RGB LRGB components of the total loss leads to artifacts appearing in the disparity
image and so in depth output images as well. In particular, these artifacts are due
to textures and edges from an object’s appearance that are unrelated to the depth
boundaries. For example in Figure 6.3 the wall of the house is one surface and
should have smooth depth maps. However, the DDP network trained on RGBD
data generates vertical textures in the depth images that appear due to the vertical
wooden planks in the RGB image.
Warping-based loss (Lwarp). Lastly, we include a warping loss. Before defining
the warping loss, let us first define the warping function T refnbr. Given the camera
poses Cref and Cnbr of the reference and neighboring view, the function T
ref
nbr warps
neighboring view to reference view.
We are trying to generate denoised output Zout for the reference view. We
first find top N neighboring views of the reference view using the method used in
MVSNet [49]. Let nbr denote one of these N views and let W refnbr be the warped
image from neighboring view to reference view. Let Doutref be the predicted depth
(inverted Zoutref ) for the reference view and I
in
nbr is the input RGB for the neighboring
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nbr;Cnbr, Cref). Further, we use
bilinear interpolation while warping.





nbr) + (1− λw)LSSIM(I inref,W refnbr). (6.6)








The warping loss not only resolves the issue of artifacts appearing around edges
within objects, it helps to improve the accuracy of the disparity (and depth) values
in other regions as well. The importance of each loss term is explored in section 6.2.
Optimization. All three losses that we use are differentiable with respect to the
network parameters and so the network is optimized using standard backpropaga-
tion.
6.2 Experiments
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach on two different
tasks - 1) depth completion and 2) depth refinement. We also show the generaliza-
tion ability of our technique on new datasets with unseen statistical distributions.
We evaluate results on five different datasets: 1) Tanks and Temples(TnT) [146],
2) KITTI stereo benchmark [144], 3) Our own collected videos, 4) NYU depth V2
[192] and 5)Middlebury Dataset [193, 194]
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6.2.1 Tanks and Temples
We first evaluate the effectiveness of the presented approach on the multi-view
reconstruction task. We demonstrate the qualitative and quantitative improvement
on seven sequences from the Tanks and Temples dataset (TnT dataset) [195]. These
sequences include Ignatius, Caterpillar, Truck, Meetingroom, Barn, Courthouse, and
Church.
Implementation. In this work, we applied the deep depth prior on a sequence of
depth images of a static scene. In all our experiments, the base network is primarily
an encoder-decoder based UNet architecture [196]. The UNet encoder consists of
5 convolution blocks each consisting of 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 channels. Each
convolution operation uses 3x3 kernels. We have also conducted experiments using
skip networks [54]. The input noise to the network is of size m × n × 16, where m
and n are the dimensions of the input depth images. Training is performed using
the Adam optimizer. Initial learning rate is set to 0.00005, that is reduced by a
factor of 0.01 after 12000 and 15000 epochs. The model is trained for 16000 epochs.
Hyper-parameters of the loss function are set through searching on a small subset
(10 images randomly chosen) from each of Ignatius and Barn sequence in TnT.
The depth images are fused using the approach proposed by Galliani et al. [197]
(Fusibile) to reconstruct the final 3D point cloud. Fusibile has hyperparameters
that determine the precision and recall values for the resultant point cloud. These
parameters include the disparity threshold and the number of consistent views. The
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disparity threshold determines the threshold of difference in disparity that is allowed
for two points from two different depth maps to be merged. The number of consistant
images shows the number of images in which a point has to have consistant depth
values for it to appear in the merged point cloud.
Quantitative results. Our primary comparison is with the popular semi-global
matching (SGM) method [4] for depth image estimation. SGM is an optimization
based method that does not need any training data. We also compare with a state-
of-the-art learning based method: MVSNet [49]. Further, it should be noted that
our approach is agnostic to the depth estimation method, i.e., it can be used to
improve depth maps from any source.
We compare our reconstructed point clouds to the ground truth point clouds
for all 7 sequences in the TnT dataset [195], using the benchmarking code included
with the dataset, which returns the precision (P = TP
TP+FP
), recall (R = TP
TP+FN
) and
f-score (F = 2. P.R
P+R
) values for each scene given the reconstructed point cloud model
and a file containing estimated camera poses used for that reconstruction. Here,
TP , FP , and FN are true positives, false positives, and false negatives respectively.
For each of the sequences we report values at the same points of the precision-recall
curve as specified by the TnT dataset.
Ablation studies. We conduct a series of experiments on the Ignatius dataset to
study impact of each parameter and component of the proposed method. We first
study the effect of number of depth images on the final reconstruction. For this
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Dataset SGM SGM+ SGM+
Zhang et al. DDP (Ours)
Ignatius( 87 images) 45.3 45.2 45.6
Ignatius( 44 images) 44.0 44.0 44.2
Ignatius( 22 images) 30.7 30.7 31.1
Table 6.2: We compare the f-score of DDP on datasets of different sizes. As the
number of images become smaller, the holes increase and the most relative perfor-
mance gain is at 22 images. We also compare to [2] applied to an data that is out
of distribution and show we do better. (Higher is better)
purpose, we skip a constant number of images in the dataset. For example, a skip
size of 2 means that only every second image is used for reconstruction giving us 87
images in total for Ignatius. Such reduction in the data size increases the number of
holes on the SGM-based reconstruction method. The same reduced dataset is used
for the baseline and our approach. One of the goals of this work is for our accurate
hole-filling to allow for fewer images to be captured and used for reconstruction. We
also conducted experiments with skip values of 4 and 8 giving 44 and 22 images.
Table 6.2 provides details about the impact of this skip size on relative improvement.
For SGM+DDP, we keep SGM values where there are no holes, and replace the holes
with DDP output values in those regions. It can be observed that at skip sizes of
2, 4 and 8, we see an improvement of 0.3, 0.2 and 0.4 percentage point of relative
improvement in f-scores over the baseline respectively. It suggests that at higher
skip sizes, our approach provides necessary prior information to fill holes. Please
note that we have not included experiments with skip size of one. Running Fusibile
on all of the Ignatius images produces dense reconstruction without holes. Running
DDP on this dense reconstruction has no effect, and so we have not included results
with skip size of one in the table. Table 6.2 also contains results in comparison to
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Zhang and Funkhouser [2] which we will discuss later.
Network + Loss P R F
UNet + D 34.3 37.2 35.7
UNet + RGBD 39.2 49.0 43.6
UNet + RGBD + warp 40.0 50.6 44.7
SkipNet + RGBD + warp 40.2 50.3 44.7
Table 6.3: The results of comparing the DDP output using disparity, RGBD, and
warping loss and using UNet or SkipNet as the network are shown here, P:precision,
R:recall, F:f-Score. (Higher is better)
Next we show the advantage of using the RGBD and warping losses over
disparity loss only. Running the optimization for too many epochs on the depth
only DDP can return the holes in the result, thus we run the depth only based
networks for 6000 epochs instead of 16000. The results are in Table 6.3, showing a
7.9% improvement in f-measure by using RGBD. Table 6.3 also shows the benefit of
photo-consistency based warping loss. We observe a relative improvement of 1.1%
in f-measure after incorporation of the warping loss. Finally, we also conducted
experiments with Skip-Net [54] to show the impact of using a network different
from UNet. Table 6.3 shows they give comparable results, and we chose to use
UNet for our other experiments since it is a more commonly used network.
Comparison to prior work. Quantitative comparison with the SGM baseline on
the 7 TnT dataset is shown in the Table 6.4. The SGM+DDP (Ours) column shows
the results of using DDP to improve depth maps from SGM. We combine DDP depth
maps with SGM depth maps, keeping the SGM values everywhere where there are no
holes and replace the holes with DDP depth values. The table includes the precision,
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SGM SGM+DDP(Ours)
Data N C D P R F P R F
I 87 5 1.0 41.7 49.5 45.3 41.2 51.1 45.6
I 22 2 2.0 32.7 29.0 30.7 32.2 30.1 31.1
B 180 2 0.5 23.3 27.8 25.4 22.8 29.3 25.6
B 45 1 4.0 19.1 21.4 20.2 18.1 22.8 20.2
T 99 4 1.0 35.8 38.8 37.2 34.5 41.4 37.6
T 25 1 2.0 29.4 33.8 31.5 27.7 36.7 31.6
C1 156 4 1.0 24.9 41.5 31.1 24.0 42.9 30.8
C1 39 1 2.0 17.3 36.5 23.5 16.2 37.9 22.7
MR 152 4 1.0 27.5 13.4 18.1 25.2 15.2 19.0
MR 38 1 4.0 17.8 9.0 12.0 15.7 10.7 12.7
CH 110 2 1.0 1.8 0.8 1.1 3.2 1.2 1.7
C2 86 4 1 8.9 8.5 8.7 8.9 8.6 8.8
Table 6.4: Quantitative results comparing 7 sequences for SGM based depths and
applying the DDP on SGM depths. We combine DDP with SGM by replacing the
depth values in the holes of SGM depth with DDP depth. Here the datasets are
I:Ignatius, B: barn, T: truck, C1: caterpillar, MR: Meetingroom, CH: courthouse
and C2: church. Also N: number of images in sequence, C: number of consistent
views while constructing point cloud, D: disparity threshold, P:precision, R:recall,
F:f-score. (Higher is better)
recall and f-scores on each dataset with sub-sampled number of images using the
technique described in the ablation studies sub-section. We observe improvement in
both recall and f-score values of the presented approach over the SGM-method. It
suggests the method helps in hole filing. The f-score improves in 6 of the 7 sequences.
Overall SGM+DDP(Ours) helps to improve recall by 1.5 percentage points and f-
score by 0.2 percentage points. In particular, we see a significant improvement of
1.8 in recall and 0.8 in f-score on the MeetingRoom sequence.
We also tested using the learning-based MVSNet method as an input to our
method. While the results from MVSNet do not contain any holes, as they predict a
value at every pixel, just as we do, they do have areas where the predictions have low
confidence. We use their output probability map which shows confidence of depth
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Dataset MVSNet MVSNet + DDP
P R F P R F
I (126 images) 45.9 52.2 48.8 45.2 54.9 49.6
I (32 images) 40.3 46.8 43.3 38.9 50.0 43.8
Table 6.5: We compare the reconstruction performance using depth maps generated
by MVSNet and by applying the DDP on MVSNet. I: Ignatius, P:precision, R:recall,
F:f-score. (Higher is better)
prediction and remove depths at places with confidence below a certain threshold
(0.1) to see if we can fill those areas more accurately than MVSNet did. We then fill
up these holes using DDP and compare the results with the original. These results
for Ignatius are in Table 6.5. We see 0.7% improvement in F-score and 3.0% in
recall.
Finally we also compare to Zhang and Funkhouser [2] in Table 6.2. We used
the trained networks provided by Zhang and Funkhouser using SUNCG-RGBD [198]
and ScanNet [199] datasets for inpainting on Ignatius dataset. As we can see here
this method does not work well because it is a learning based system, Ignatius
is an out-of-distribution test data and the model would require finetuning. This
emphasizes the usefulness of our network being optimized on each image separately
and it being independent of training data statistics.
Qualitative results. Next we provide visual results on the TnT dataset to high-
light the impact of our approach in achieving high quality reconstruction. In Fig-
ure 6.4, we show output disparity images at 16000 (column c) epochs of our proposed
approach on 5 TnT sequences. Note that the holes in the input disparity images
(marked as white in column b) are filled in the output images (c).
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Figure 6.4: (a) Input RGB and (b) Input depth images and (c) Predicted depth at
16000 epochs for Ignatius, Meeting Room, Barn, Caterpillar and Truck.(Best viewed
in digital. Please zoom in.)
6.2.2 KITTI
Next we show the performance of the proposed approach on the KITTI stereo
benchmark (2015) [200] for ELAS [201] based disparity maps in Table 6.6. Tradi-
tional stereo methods like ELAS works without dependence on training data distri-
butions unlike state of the art deep learning based systems. The evaluation metric
used in this benchmark is D1 that measures the error percentage when the pre-
dicted value differs from the groundtruth value by 3px or 5% or more. This error is
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separately measured for background, foreground, and all regions together. The two
approaches we used for generating input depths for DDP are as follows:
1. We use first set of parameters for ELAS to generate disparity maps with-
out any holes and DDP for refinement and completion. We observe a small
performance improvement (∼0.1% reduction in D1-all error).
2. We use a second set of parameters for ELAS to generate depth images with
holes. In this case, DDP applied over ELAS depth helps to inpaint and com-
plete the ELAS depth with a 8.4% reduction in D1-all error.
Method D1-bg D1-fg D1-all
params1
ELAS 7.5 21.1 9.8
ELAS + DDP 7.5 21.1 9.7
params2
ELAS 20.6 28.7 22.0
ELAS + DDP 12.3 20.2 13.6
Table 6.6: Results on KITTI Dataset using D1 error. Lower is better.
6.2.3 Our Dataset
We used an off-the-shelf consumer camera to capture 5 scenes, both indoor
and outdoor. The datasets are monocular image sequences and are named Guitar,
Shed, Stones, Red Couch, and Van.
To better understand the quality of the depth images generated by the pro-
posed method, we warp RGB images using the original and the proposed DDP
based depth images for Shed and Stones from our video sequences and Truck from
TnT dataset. The warped RGB images are shown in the Figure 6.5. Holes can be
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Figure 6.5: (a) Original image from the reference view point (b) Novel view syn-
thesized from neighboring to reference viewpoint using the original SGM depth (c)
Novel view synthesis from a neighboring to reference viewpoint using DDP depth.
The holes that appear in (b) gets filled in (c) (Best viewed in digital. Please zoom
in.)
observed in the RGB images warped using original depth maps for example along
the roof of the shed, some parts of the truck and along the base of the Stone Wall.
However, RGB images warped using our depth images removes large portions of
these holes and are far smoother.
We show reconstructed point clouds on RedCouch, Guitar and Van in Fig-
ure 6.6. The first row is one of the input RGB images used for the reconstruction,
second row is the reconstruction from the original SGM output, the third one is
from SGM + DDP, and the fourth row is the reconstructed result from MVSNet.
The number of views used for these reconstructions are small (∼10). We chose
these datasets to show specific ways in which our reconstructions improve on the
original SGM and even MVSNet outputs. As we can see from our results, there are
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Figure 6.6: (a) Input RGB image. Reconstructed point-cloud from (b) SGM (c)
DDP (Ours) and (d) MVSNet depth images for RedCouch, Guitar and Van. Our
reconstructions are better and more complete. (Best viewed in digital. Please zoom
in.)
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a lot less holes in the reconstructions computed from our depth maps compared to
original SGM and MVSNet. For example from the top view of the RedCouch in the
first column, we can see the relatively obscure region behind the pillow. The DDP
successfully fills up a big portion of this hole. Next the reflective surfaces of the
guitar in the second column and the van in the third column also get completely
or at least partially filled depending on how big the original hole was. For example
note how the text “FREE” on the van is more readable in the DDP result.
6.2.4 NYU v2
We demonstrate performance of our approach on hole-filling Kinect depth
data. For this, we use data from the popular NYU v2 dataset [192]. Qualitative
experiments on the NYU v2 depth images are shown in Figure 6.7. We cannot
directly use the test data from NYU, since we need at least two views as input.
So we downloaded 3 video scenes, and used a structure-from-motion (SfM) pipeline
[202] to get the extrinsic camera pose information. Using this, we apply DDP
to remove holes in the Kinect depth maps given by the dataset. We directly re-
fined the Kinect depth images, and as the originals are incomplete, we cannot use
them for performance analysis. Instead we use the depth maps to project one
RGB view to another in the video sequences to compute and RGB re-projection
error, which we quantify with Peak Signal to noise ratio (PSNR). It is defined as
PSNR = 20 log10(MAXI/
√
MSE), where MAXI is the maximum value of the
image and MSE is the mean squared error of the image. As we can see in Fig-
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Figure 6.7: (a) Input RGB (b) Input depth (c) Depth completed using a cross-
bilateral filter and (d) Depth completed using DDP (Best viewed in digital. Please
zoom in.)
ure 6.7, DDP fills up holes and improves the PSNR. We also use the cross-bilateral
hole filled depth maps included in the NYU v2 dataset as a baseline. We observe
consistent qualitative and quantitative improvements using DDP compared to the
cross-bilateral method.
6.2.5 Middlebury
Finally we compare to the baseline techniques described in Depthcomp [3] for
Middlebury Dataset scenes [193, 194] in Table 6.7. We took the input images and
disparity maps from Depthcomp [3] with the holes they created artificially in the
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Method Plastic Baby Bowling Average
SSI [203] 1.7573 2.9638 6.4936 3.74
Linear Inter 1.3432 1.3473 1.4503 1.38
Cubic Inter 1.2661 1.3384 1.4460 1.35
FMM [204] 0.9580 0.8349 1.2422 1.01
GIF [205] 0.7947 0.6008 0.9436 0.78
FBF [206] 0.8643 0.6238 0.5918 0.69
EBI [207] 0.6952 0.6755 0.4857 0.62
DepthComp [3] 0.6618 0.3697 0.4292 0.49
DDP (Ours) 0.4951 0.3232 0.5743 0.46
Table 6.7: Comparison of our method with techniques mentioned in [3] on Middle-
bury dataset using RMSE. (Lower is better)
disparity maps and compared to the baseline techniques they mention. The metric is
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) which is ||Dout−DGT||2 where Dout is the output
disparity and DGT is the ground-truth disparity. Our average result is better than
all of the other techniques in Table 6.7 for depth completion.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The proposed Stacked-STGCN in Chapter 3 introduces a stacked hourglass
architecture to STGCN for improved generalization performance and localization
accuracy. Its building block STGCN is generic enough to take in a variety of
nodes/edges and to support flexible graph configuration. We applied our Stacked-
STGCN to action segmentation and demonstrated improved performances on the
CAD120 and Charades datasets. We also note that adding spatial edge connections
between nodes from same model lead to performance improvement on Charades
rather than across different feature nodes. This is mainly due to the oversimplified
edge model (i.e., with fixed weights). Instead of using a binary function to decide on
the correlation between these nodes, more sophisticated weights could be explored.
We leave this as future work. Furthermore, graph representation based on actor, ac-
tion, object and scene provides inherent explanations of corresponding detection of
action categories. Such explanation requires visualizing the traces of most activated
nodes/edges, which we also leave as future work. Finally, we anticipate that due to
its generic design Stacked-STGCN can be applied to a wider range of applications
that require inference over a sequence of graphs with heterogeneous data types and
varied temporal extent.
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In Chapter 4 we investigate different combinations of knowledge graphs (KG)
for actions that give better performance for zero and few shot action recognition. We
show significant improvement on zero shot learning by using a network that models
a sequence of words instead of traditional single word based models. Moreover,
extending KG using other action classes leads to better results. We observe that
combining word based knowledge graphs with visual knowledge graphs help in few
shot learning. Also combining verbs and noun based KG, improves both zero and
few shot learning.
In Chapter 5 we experiment with adaptive learning of adjacency matrix and
constraining neighbors in a KG through triplet loss based training in addition to task
specific loss like MSE loss. We show visually how the graph connectivity changes
with each update. We use previous research on convolutional networks to develop
an understanding of how the GCN itself modifies the input connectivity vs just
displaying the input adjacency matrix connections. Our results beat the state of
the art on many standard datasets for semi-supervised learning and zero/few-shot
learning by a significant margin.
In Chapter 6 we have presented an approach to reconstruct depth maps from
incomplete ones. We leverage the recently proposed idea of utilizing a neural network
as a prior for natural color images, and introduced three new loss terms for depth
map completion. Extensive qualitative and quantitative experiments on sequences
from the Tanks and Temples, KITTI, NYU v2, Middlebury, and our own dataset
demonstrated that the depth maps generated by our method were more accurate. An
important future extension is improving the speed of the method, where an efficient
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version of the presented approach could be used for a real-time depth enhancement
and 3D reconstruction pipeline. Further, the presented method could benefit from
deeper understanding of the convergence properties of training deep image priors.
Overall we have investigated different aspects of holistic scene understand-
ing including action recognition and depth perception. Future work can consider
combination of these field like using improved depth perception for a simultaneous
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